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Welcome to AUT
E ngā mana, e ngā reo
E te iti, e te rahi
E ngā mātāwaka o ngā tōpito o te ao
Ngā mahuetanga iho e kawe nei i ngā
moemoeā o rātou mā
Tēnā koutou katoa
Piki mai rā, kake mai rā,
Nau mai, haere mai ki tēnei o ngā wānanga
Whakatau mai i raro i te korowai āhuru
o Te Wānanga
Aronui o Tāmaki Makau Rau
To the prestigious, the many voices
The few, the great
To those of all races and creeds
We who remain to fulfil the dreams and
aspirations of the ancestors
Greetings one and all
Climb, ascend

When AUT became a university in January
2000, it had a clear vision for its future:
to provide its students with exceptional
learning experiences, and send them into
the world as outstanding graduates. AUT has
been a university for 20 years now and that
student-centred vision has helped guide the
development of world-class programmes,
teaching, research, facilities and partnerships.
Today, AUT is New Zealand’s second-largest
university, with 29,250 students, 994 doctoral
candidates, 3,400 staff, 195 professors
and associate professors, and more than
100,000 AUT alumni. Ranked in the top 1%
of universities worldwide, AUT is the top
millennial university in Australasia, and ranked
first in New Zealand for its global research
impact and international outlook.

Embark on the journey of knowledge
Let us at AUT embrace and empower you
To strive for and achieve excellence

Te whakatupu i te kōunga, i te mana taurite me ngā
tikanga matatika, i ngā pūkenga ako,
i ngā pūkenga whakaako me te āta rangahau hei hāpai
i ngā hāpori whānui o te motu, otirā, o te ao.
To foster excellence, equity and ethics in learning,
teaching, research and scholarship, and in so doing
serve our regional, national and international
communities.
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AUT’s faculties and schools

AUT has five faculties and 17 schools. The light orange box in the diagram below shows where the programmes in this
programme guide sit within AUT.

FACULTY OF BUSINESS, ECONOMICS
AND LAW
TE ARA PAKIHI, TE ŌHANGA ME TE TURE

Business School
Te Kura Kaipakihi

Law School
Te Kura Ture

School of Economics
Matauranga Ōhanga

FACULTY OF CULTURE AND SOCIETY
TE ARA KETE ARONUI

School of Education
Te Kura Mātauranga

School of Hospitality and Tourism
Te Kura Taurimatanga me te Mahi Tāpoi

School of Language and Culture
Te Kura Reo me te Ahurea

School of Social Sciences and Public Policy
Te Kura Pūtaiao ā-iwi me ngā Kaupapa Tūmatanui

FACULTY OF DESIGN AND CREATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
TE ARA AUAHA

School of Art and Design
Te Kura Toi a Hoahoa

School of Communication Studies
Te Kura Whakapāho

School of Engineering, Computer and
Mathematical Sciences
Te Kura Mātai Pūhanga, Rorohiko, Pāngarau

School of Future Environments
Huri te Ao

FACULTY OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
TE ARA HAUORA A PŪTAIAO

School of Clinical Sciences
Te Kura Mātai Haumanu

School of Interprofessional Health Studies

Te Kura Pākeho Ngaiotanga o Ngā Marau Akoranga Hauora

School of Public Health and
Psychosocial Studies
Te Kura Hauora Tūmatanui

School of Science
Te Kura Pūtaiao

School of Sport and Recreation
Te Kura Hākinakina

TE ARA POUTAMA

FACULTY OF MĀORI AND INDIGENOUS
DEVELOPMENT
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CERTIFICATES
& DIPLOMAS

Qualifications and study pathways

UNDERGRADUATE

Certificate in Science and Technology

Graduate Certificate/
Graduate Diploma in
Science
Bachelor of
Engineering
Technology 1

Bachelor of
Computer &
Information
Sciences

Bachelor of
Mathematical
Sciences 2

Graduate Certificate/
Graduate Diploma in
Mathematical Sciences

Bachelor of
Science

Graduate Certificate/
Graduate Diploma in
Computer and
Information Sciences

POSTGRADUATE

Bachelor of
Engineering
(Honours)

Postgraduate
Certificate/
Postgraduate Diploma in
Engineering

Bachelor
of Science
(Honours)

Master of
Construction
Management 3
Master of
Philosophy

Master of
Engineering

Postgraduate Certificate/
Postgraduate Diploma
in Computer and
Information Sciences

Master of
Engineering
Project
Management 3

Postgraduate Certificate/
Postgraduate Diploma in
Science

Master of
Computer and
Information
Sciences

Master of
Analytics

Master of IT
Project Management
Master of
Information
Security and
Digital Forensics

Master of Science

Doctor of Philosophy

1. High-achieving students may progress directly to the Master of Engineering
2. You can also progress to the Graduate Diploma in Secondary Teaching to become a mathematics teacher, a role that is in high demand
3. Relevant bachelor’s degree or equivalent plus relevant work experience required for entry
Note:
1) Completion of one qualification doesn’t guarantee entry to a higher-level qualification.
2) Apply for the qualification you are best suited for – you don’t necessarily have to enrol in the qualification that appears at the top of the above diagram.
3) Some qualifications in the above diagram may be prerequisites to – and not credit towards – higher-level qualifications.
For more information, visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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WHY STUDY

ENGINEERING,
COMPUTER &
MATHEMATICAL
SCIENCES?

International recognition
through Engineering New
Zealand accreditation,
Sydney and Washington
Accords

New Engineering, Computer
and Mathematical Sciences
building opened in 2018

Student access to
high-tech labs network

2

1

3

1 Astronomy and space science students have access to AUT’s hi-tech astronomy facilities 2 Dr Mahsa Mohaghegh, an expert on artificial intelligence and
machine learning, and her students 3 The new WZ building is the home of AUT’s School of Engineering, Computer and Mathematical Sciences

World-class teaching and learning

Innovative and relevant research

We’re proud to be one of the world’s best modern
universities – Times Higher Education has ranked
us as the top millennial university in Australasia and
in the top 1% (251-300) of universities in the world.
Engineering New Zealand recognises our Bachelor of
Engineering (Honours) as meeting the Washington
Accord and the Bachelor of Engineering Technology as
meeting the Sydney Accord. The maritime majors at the
Australian Maritime College are accredited by Engineers
Australia, and IT Professionals NZ (ITPNZ) recognises
our Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences as
meeting the Seoul Accord.

AUT is ranked first in New Zealand for global research
impact by Times Higher Education. We have a number
of internationally-renowned research institutes and labs,
and there are many opportunities for students to work
with academic staff in these groups. Radio astronomy
and space, health informatics, IT security and forensics,
and intelligent multimedia are just some of the diverse
research areas covered. The unique combination of
engineering, computer and mathematical sciences
within one school stimulates interdisciplinary research
across and beyond traditional boundaries. Our research
also feeds back into the classroom, and students can
contribute to and learn from our research discoveries.

Creating world-ready graduates
AUT’s mission is to create great graduates, and
each member of our staff contributes to this. We
offer exceptional learning experiences that prepare
students to be successful wherever in the world their
career may take them. We encourage innovation
and entrepreneurship, and the ability to explore new
technologies, challenge routine thinking and solve
problems in new ways. Study with us and you not only
learn academic knowledge related to your discipline
but also gain valuable experience of the wider world.
Workplace experience is at the heart of our degrees,
and in your final year you complete a research and
development project that could involve creating a
commercial solution for an industry client. It’s one of
many reasons 9 out of 10 AUT graduates recommend us
as a great place to study.

An outstanding teaching and learning space
AUT’s three modern campuses have several
award-winning buildings which were created using
sustainable principles and feature inviting, collaborative
and functional learning areas, auditoriums and research
spaces. This includes the state-of-the-art Engineering,
Computer and Mathematical Sciences building, which
has unique design features that mean it can be used as
a teaching tool and ‘living lab’ where students can get
hands-on experience. We also have a number of
world-class facilities including the country’s only two
major radio telescopes, which are involved in projects
with international research partners.
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Life at AUT
AUT is a modern and innovative university with endless
opportunities and a supportive culture that celebrates
diversity. Studying at AUT is your chance to meet new
people and develop lifelong skills, while getting the
support you need to succeed at university and beyond.
We’re proactive in enabling all students to succeed, and
our comprehensive student support services ensure
that you have an amazing experience inside and outside
the classroom.

We’re here to help
No matter what the problem, our Student Hub advisors
are here to help. You can find a Student Hub on each
campus and our specialist staff can help with anything from
enrolment and student ID cards to academic advice, fees
and financial support, and services for our diverse student
communities including the international, disability and
rainbow community.

Dedicated support for new students
From Orientation to our many academic and cultural
support programmes, our Student Services team is
there to make starting out as a new student as
easy as possible.
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Creating career-ready graduates
The AUT Employability and Careers team
helps you plan in advance for your future
career by developing job search and interview
skills, while building your personal brand and
networking skills. We’ll also introduce you to
employers looking to recruit AUT graduates.

Gain an edge on the competition
The AUT Edge Award and Beyond AUT Award
challenge, reward and formally acknowledge
the ‘C skills’ – collaboration, co-operation,
community, curiosity, communication and
creativity – gained through your volunteering,
leadership and employability activities.

International study opportunities
An international student exchange offers an
amazing opportunity to study overseas as part
of your degree. Study for a semester or a year
at one of our partner universities around the
world, immerse yourself in another culture,
make lifelong friends and get international
experience before you graduate.

Helping you succeed in
your studies
Our library and learning support team offers a
wide range of services and resources designed
to help develop your academic skills.
The Library also runs a range of workshops
to help you get the most out of your studies,
and our peer mentoring programme enables
students to learn from others who have already
completed the same paper.

Top internships around the world
A good internship can be the foundation of a
great career. That’s why AUT Internz places
students and graduates with top companies in
New Zealand, North America, Asia and Europe
– including Paramount Recording Studios, the
Sundance Institute and Westpac Institutional
Bank in New York.

A launchpad for entrepreneurs
Every entrepreneur starts somewhere.
At AUT, the best place for aspiring
entrepreneurs is CO.STARTERS@AUT. This
nine-week programme helps you turn your
entrepreneurial ideas into a viable business.

An outstanding
learning environment
At AUT you study in an innovative and
interactive environment that embraces
creativity, collaboration, and the sharing of
ideas and culture. A number of our buildings
have won prestigious architecture awards,
and we’re constantly improving our built
environment to offer students the best
possible learning experience.

Free access to digital tools and resources
We offer students all the digital tools needed to succeed,
including free Wi-Fi on campus, the full Office 365 suite
for up to five devices and free access to LinkedIn Learning
(lynda.com), a world-leading online learning platform.

Getting involved in campus life
Joining a club is a great way to meet like-minded people
and make lifelong friends outside of lectures. Choose from
a range of student-run social, sustainability, academic and
cultural clubs – a great way to meet new people, participate
in events and get involved in campus life.

Join a gym or sports team
AUT is New Zealand’s leading sports university, with stateof-the-art sports facilities, on-campus gyms, and a huge
number of sports teams and events. As an AUT student you
can participate in a wide variety of sports, from social
on-campus games to elite international competitions.

Holistic approach to wellness
AUT offers comprehensive medical, and counselling and
mental health services. We also run Wiser at AUT events
where students can develop better self-knowledge and a
greater sense of purpose and meaning in their lives.

Disability student support and resources
Our Disability Support team is committed to helping you
participate as fully as you can in learning and student life.
We work with students before they start at AUT to help
identify their specific needs and ensure they’re set up
for success.

Getting around
Whether it’s finding your way to campus or getting around
between lectures, AUT offers a range of resources to help
you navigate your new environment, including shuttle buses
that travel between campuses and interactive online maps.

Safe and friendly campuses
We make sure our students are safe when they're on
campus. Our friendly security staff are available day and
night to help if you have any concerns.
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Jolene Alapatt

Service Desk Analyst, LAB3, Melbourne
Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences in Computational Intelligence
& IT Service Science

“AUT is known for teaching the skills that are relevant to the industry and I like that
it offers workplace experience as part of your degree. For our final-year project, four
of us worked for ASB to solve a range of business problems. I thoroughly enjoyed the
project and learned a great deal. I was incredibly grateful to have been given such an
opportunity while still at university and our client was completely supportive every step
of the way. The ICT and Engineering Careers Fair was also a great opportunity to get in
touch with the industry experts and explore all aspects of the subjects.”
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Connected to industry and business
We’re proud of our strong links with business, industry
and the wider community – industry experts often come
in to share their knowledge with you, key members of
industry organisations provide input on our courses and
many of our academics are still actively involved in their
professional fields. Our ICT and Engineering Careers Fair
is AUT’s largest recruitment event, connecting students
with key employer organisations looking for fresh talent.
Our ever deepening industry connections also mean
that you can choose from a vast number of organisations
to work with for your industry-based research project,
which is at the heart of our degrees.

Our industry partners include:
• Auckland Airport
• Auckland Council
• Auckland District Health
Board
• Beca
• Contact Energy
• DB Schenker
• Deloitte
• Fiserv
• Fishpond
• Fisher & Paykel
Appliances
• Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare
• Fletcher Building
• Fonterra New Zealand

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fujitsu
Fulton Hogan
HortResearch
Institute of IT
Professionals
Microsoft
Opus
Plant & Food Research
RNZAF
SDN IT Solutions
Southern Spars
Spark
Statistics New Zealand
Transpower
Wireless Nation
Yellow

Our ICT and Engineering Careers Fair is AUT’s
largest recruitment event

Michelle Elizabeth Edwin

Cloud Engineer, The Instillery
Master of Service-Oriented Computing with First Class Honours
Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences in Networks and Security & IT Service Science

“To me, the Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences was a degree that would
be beneficial in any area. Everything is computerised now or is on its way to being
computerised. While I was at AUT, I signed up for the AUT Internz service and the Internz
candidate specialist told me about the cloud engineering role with The Instillery and
wondered if I would be interested to come in for a chat. I liked how the AUT Internz
team got to know me and provided me with all the information I needed. That made the
interview process a lot easier.”
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UNDERGRADUATE

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Overview

QUICK FACTS
Level:

8

Points:

480

Duration:

4 years F/T, 8 years P/T

Campus:

City 1

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 20212

[

BE(Hons) | AK3751

]

As an engineer you address the key issues we face today, like access to
clean water, sustainable energy systems, waste management, recycling
and environmental pressures. The Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
prepares you for a rewarding career in engineering. It’s accredited
by Engineering New Zealand, and prepares you for Engineering
New Zealand3 membership. You learn to formulate models and
analyse, predict and monitor engineering systems – essential skills
in professional engineering. Through engineering projects and other
practical papers you have plenty of opportunities to apply what you
have learnt in class.

Entry requirements
Minimum entry requirements
University Entrance or equivalent, including:
• NCEA: At least 14 level 3 credits in each of Calculus and Physics
• CIE: A level Mathematics and a minimum of AS in Physics OR A level in
Physics and a minimum of AS in Mathematics
• IB: A grade of 4 or better in Mathematics and Physics
Applicants without UE must demonstrate competency in Calculus and
Physics to at least level 3 or equivalent.
Guaranteed entry
Applicants will automatically be offered a place in this programme if they
have a rank score of 250 or higher, along with 14 NCEA level 3 credits in
each of Calculus and Physics or CIE A levels in Mathematics and Physics.

Megan Burfoot

Doctor of Philosophy candidate
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Architectural Engineering

“When I was in high school and thinking
about university, I couldn't decide
between architecture and engineering.
Then, my career advisor told me that
AUT had started offering a new degree,
the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
in Architectural Engineering, which was
a mix of both. For me, enrolling in this
degree was a no brainer. The degree was
really enjoyable - it was challenging and
kept me on my toes. I enjoyed doing the
assignments, which were a mix of mathsbased assignments and more creative
design projects that were often about
finding solutions to real-life problems.
You learn so many different skills and
the degree will prepare you well for
your future career. I love AUT. I love the
study environments, and appreciate
how approachable the staff are. I've also
enjoyed the student life here.”
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All other applicants who have met the admission requirements will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.0 overall with all bands 5.5 or higher; or equivalent.
Useful New Zealand school subjects
Chemistry, Digital Technologies, English
Don’t meet the entry requirements?
Consider starting with our Certificate in Science and Technology.

Majors
•
•
•
•

Architectural Engineering
Construction Engineering
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Maritime Engineering (Marine and Offshore Engineering,
Naval Architecture, Ocean Engineering)
• Mechanical Engineering
• Mechatronics Engineering
• Software Engineering
Maritime majors
This joint venture between AUT and the Australian Maritime College
(AMC) at the University of Tasmania (UTAS) enables New Zealand
students to study maritime engineering 1.

Students spend the first two years in New Zealand and the final two
years at AMC in Launceston, Tasmania. You can choose from three
majors: Marine and Offshore Engineering, Naval Architecture and
Ocean Engineering.

What this qualification covers
Most papers run for one semester and are worth 15 points. You must
complete 120 points each year. You also need to complete 800 hours
of planned, supervised work experience to graduate, in addition to
completing all your papers.

Majors created in response to
industry demand

Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year:
• Introduction to
• Introduction to Computing
Engineering Design
• Electrical Principles B
• Electrical Principles A
• Engineering Materials I
• Engineering Mathematics I
• Mechanical Principles B
• Mechanical Principles A
• Engineering Workshop Practice
Year 2
You develop an understanding of how to apply mathematical and
engineering sciences across different engineering disciplines.
Year 3
You further develop what you’ve learnt in Year 2, and work on a piece
of engineering design and analysis under the guidance of an academic
supervisor. Maritime engineering students move to Tasmania this year.
Year 4
In your final year you complete an individual industrial project, working
on a piece of engineering design and analysis for organisations like
Mighty River Power, Fletcher Building, BECA, SKM, Genesis Energy,
Contact Energy, Fisher & Paykel Appliances, Spark or Auckland Airport.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

1.	Maritime engineering (Marine and Offshore Engineering, Naval Architecture, Ocean
Engineering) students study the first two years at AUT, and the last two years at
Australian Maritime College (AMC) in Launceston, Tasmania.
2. Maritime engineering students can only start in Semester 1 because of the transfer to
AMC in Year 3 and 4.
3.	The Mechanical, Maritime, and Electrical and Electronic Engineering majors are
professionally accredited and internationally benchmarked. Our more recent degrees
in Construction, Architectural, Software and Mechatronics Engineering have been
CUAP approved and developed in consultation with Engineering New Zealand, and are
expected to be accredited in time.

Danny Blakeman

Gas Turbines/Field Service Engineer,
Air New Zealand
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Mechanical Engineering

“In this role, I'm responsible for
travelling worldwide to carry out on-site
maintenance and technical support for
aero-derivative gas turbine engines
that are being used to operate oil and
gas platforms, commercial and military
marine vessels and power generation.
What I love most about this career is
the opportunity to see the world and
work at multiple work sites. I also enjoy
being able to broaden my knowledge and
utilise the skills I acquired at AUT. My
time at AUT has given me the ability to
think outside the box and link practical
skills to theoretical knowledge. In the
ever-changing environments I will be
exposed to throughout my career, this
supports the approach I take to work
through the numerous challenges and
problems that are involved.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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UNDERGRADUATE

Course planners

Architectural Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Introduction to Structural Engineering

Solid Mechanics I

Construction Engineering Management I

Construction Materials

Quantity Surveying

Building Construction I

Engineering Design Methodology

Architectural Design and Sustainability

Illumination Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering

Construction Engineering Management II

Structural Analysis

Engineering Mathematics III

Architecture and Design Development I

Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning Systems

Industrial Project (Architectural) (30 points)
Structural Engineering Design

Building Construction II

Architectural Systems

Structural Dynamics

Architecture and Design and Development II

General elective 1

480 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the second semester of Year 1.
1. Can be any paper from any AUT programme.

Durgeshni Chandra

4th-year student, Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Architectural Engineering

“I’ve always had a keen interest in all types of engineering. When AUT introduced
architectural engineering that was the perfect choice for me. I also believe that it’s very
important to be mindful of environmental, economic and social factors when it comes
to buildings. Buildings that are more sustainable and that consider these factors will be
the buildings of the future. By studying architectural engineering, I feel that I’m doing
my part to make this happen. AUT’s campuses are amazing. All of AUT’s new buildings
and facilities were created with students in mind. It’s a pleasure just to be on campus,
and I’m more focused on campus than anywhere else.”
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Construction Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Introduction to Structural Engineering

Construction Materials

Construction Engineering Management I

Solid Mechanics I

Quantity Surveying

Building Construction I

Engineering Design Methodology

Architectural Design and Sustainability

Construction Engineering Management II

Geotechnical Engineering

Engineering Mathematics III

Structural Analysis

Concrete Structures

Construction Planning

Steel Structures

Industrial Project (Construction) (30 points)
Structural Engineering Design

Optional paper1

Optional paper1

Optional paper1

Optional paper1

Elective 2

480 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the second semester of Year 1.
1. Year 4, Semester 1 and Semester 2 optional papers can be from any of the following: Off-Site Construction, Foundation Engineering, Structural
Dynamics, Construction Equipment and Utilisation, Construction Technology.

Divya Kataria

India
4th-year student, Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Construction Engineering

“Construction is a big and booming sector in New Zealand, and studying
construction engineering gives me an understanding of the various opportunities
and careers I can go into once I graduate. It’s fascinating how one major can open
up pathways to so many different and diverse roles. I would recommend this degree
to anyone who has an interest in architecture, or civil and construction engineering.
AUT is well-known for its friendly and international staff, and for offering a studentfocused environment. The class sizes are small, so the lecturer can pay attention to
each and every student. I also love the amount of group projects we get to work on at
AUT as these are fun and challenging.”
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UNDERGRADUATE

Course planners
continued

Electrical and Electronic Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Engineering Mathematics III

Electronics

Engineering Management I

Circuit Theory

Signals and Systems

Introduction to Microcontrollers

Fields and Waves

Electronics Project

Design Project

Embedded Digital Systems

Communication Engineering

Power Electronic Systems

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Engineering Numerical Techniques and
Statistical Analysis

Power Systems Engineering

Industrial Project (Electrical) (30 points)
Elective 1

Engineering Management II

Optional paper 2

Optional paper 2

Optional paper 2

Optional paper 2

480 points total
You also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in your second semester of Year 1. 1. Can be from any AUT programme. 2. Year 4, Semester 1
optional papers: Advanced Control Systems, Electrical Power Systems: Integrated Analysis, Wireless Systems, Sustainable Energy Systems, Digital
Signal Processing, Real Time Systems. Year 4, Semester 2 optional papers: Network Engineering, System Identification and Adaptive Control,
Optimal Control, Electrical Design and Protection, Computer Vision, Power Systems in Quality Management, Digital Systems Design, Embedded
Software Engineering, Intelligent Systems Engineering, Cyber Physical Systems and Intelligence.

Kenaz Vergis

Electrical Engineer, Mott MacDonald
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electrical and Electronic Engineering

“What I loved about studying both electrical and electronic engineering was that it
covers a mixture of different topics, which helped me understand what my passion
was. I enjoyed focusing on electrical engineering, especially looking into emerging
technologies like electric vehicles and battery storage technology. After graduating
at the end of 2018, I now work as an electrical engineer at Mott MacDonald. I’m
currently working on quite a few different projects, with some calling it the two biggest
infrastructure projects in New Zealand.”
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Maritime Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Offshore and Maritime Engineering

Hydrostatics

Engineering Management I

Solid Mechanics I

Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics

Ship Design and Production

Engineering Mathematics III

Marine and Offshore Systems: Majors in Marine Systems and Offshore Systems. Each major has
7 compulsory papers and 1 elective.
Naval Architecture: Majors in Ship and Underwater Vehicles, and Yacht and Small Craft. Each major has
7 compulsory papers and 1 elective.
Ocean Engineering: Majors in Ocean and Subsea Structures, and Marine Aquaculture. Each major has
7 compulsory papers and 1 elective.
Marine and Offshore Systems: Majors in Marine Systems and Offshore Systems. You undertake research
and design projects as well as 60 points of compulsory papers (4 papers).
Naval Architecture: Majors in Ship and Underwater Vehicles, and Yacht and Small Craft. You undertake
research and design projects as well as 60 points of compulsory papers (4 papers).
Ocean Engineering: Majors in Ocean and Subsea Structures and Marine Aquaculture. You undertake
research and design projects as well as 60 points of compulsory papers (4 papers).

480 points total
All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the second semester of Year 1.

Renee Fuller

Naval Architect, Teknicraft Design Ltd
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Maritime Engineering

“I selected the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Maritime Engineering because
it was unique compared to the rest of the disciplines on offer. From a very young age
I always had a passion for design and creativity, so this degree combined everything I
was looking for. I knew it would give me the best opportunity for a worldwide career
and the opportunity to study both in New Zealand and in Australia. I loved the hands-on
experience I was able to get in my third and fourth year of study through the facilities at
the Australian Maritime College (AMC) in Tasmania. I regularly got out of the classroom
to be in the towing tank, model testing basin or out at sea.”
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Course planners

continued

Mechanical Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Engineering Management I

Manufacturing Technology

Engineering Design Methodology

Mechanisms and Dynamics of Machinery

Fluids and Thermodynamics

Solid Mechanics I

Engineering Mathematics III

Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Engineering Management II

System Dynamics and Vibrations

Engineering Materials II

Solid Mechanics II

Mechanical Design

Engineering Numerical Techniques and
Statistical Analysis

Mechatronics and Control

Industrial Project (Mechanical) (30 points)
Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Computer Aided Engineering and Analysis

Optional paper 1

Advanced Mechanical Design

Elective 2

480 points total
You also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in your second semester. 1. Year 4, Semester 1 optional papers: Advanced Manufacturing
Technology, Biomedical Thermofluids Modelling. Year 4, Semester 2 optional papers: Advanced Operations Management, Internal Combustion
Engines, Robotics and Automation, Advanced Fluids and Heat Transfer, Innovation Management, Fracture Mechanics and Failure Analysis, Specialist
Readings B, Specialist Readings D. 2. Can be any paper from any AUT programme.

Leanne Goh

Operations Engineer, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Mechanical Engineering

“A career in engineering can vary from research and development, manufacturing and
design to maintenance and management. This was very appealing to me. I chose to
specialise in mechanical engineering because I enjoy working with large structures
and wanted to understand the properties of materials. There were always things to do
besides studying, from student events to volunteering for the students’ association.
Thanks to the international connections of Associate Professor Tim Pasang, the head
of AUT’s mechanical engineering department, I also had the opportunity to carry out a
three-month engineering internship at the prestigious Fraunhofer Institute in Berlin.”
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Mechatronics Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Engineering Mathematics II

Minor paper 1 1

Introduction to Microcontrollers

Mechatronics Design

Solid Mechanics I

Engineering Management I

Electronics

Engineering Mathematics III

Minor paper 2 1

Minor paper 3 1

User Interface Design

Fluids and Thermodynamics

Object Oriented Programming for Engineers

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Embedded Digital Systems

Software Construction

Industrial Project (30 points)
Advanced Control Systems

Engineering Management II

Minor paper 4 1

Embedded Software Engineering

Computer Aided Engineering and Analysis

Robotics and Automation

480 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the second semester of Year 1.
1. A list of minors is available at aut.ac.nz/minors. A minor may be taken with the approval of the programme leader (depending on your
selected minor).

Amritpal (Amrit) Kaur

4th-year student, Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Mechatronics Engineering

“If you enjoy learning a bit of everything then I highly recommend mechatronics
as it gives you a taste of all the different fields of engineering. You’ll come out with
knowledge in more than one field, which will expand your horizons and enable you
to see the opportunities. I initially enrolled in mechanical engineering, but after
finishing my first year I realised that I wanted to extend my knowledge in other fields of
engineering as well. That’s why I decided to major in mechatronics. Don’t feel that you’ll
be locked into what you enrol in; you can change majors if you need to.”
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Course planners
continued

Software Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

4
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Introduction to Computing

Electrical Principles A

Electrical Principles B

Mechanical Principles A

Mechanical Principles B

Engineering Mathematics I

Engineering Materials I

Mathematics for Software Engineering I

Data Structures and Algorithms

Object Oriented Programming for Engineers

Software Construction

Logical Database Design

Minor paper 1 1

Data and Process Modelling

Operating Systems

Software Team Project

Engineering Management I

Mathematics for Software Engineering II

Contemporary Issues in Software Engineering

Highly Secure Systems

SECMS level 8 paper 3

Minor paper 2 1

Minor paper 3 1

Industrial Project (30 points)
Formal Specification and Design

Engineering Management II

User Interface Design

SECMS level 8 paper 2

Minor paper 4 1

SECMS level 8 paper 3

480 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the second semester of Year 1.
1. A list of minors is available at aut.ac.nz/minors A minor may be taken with the approval of the programme leader (depending on your
selected minor).
2. Choose one of the following: Software Architecture, Advanced Software Development Methods; Data Interfacing, Networking and Real-time Systems;
High Performance Computing.
3. Can be from the optional level 8 papers listed above (see point 2) or other relevant level 8 papers offered within the School of Engineering, Computer
and Mathematical Sciences (SECMS).
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Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Architectural Engineering
Businesses, tenants and homeowners expect more from the buildings
they work and live in. They want buildings that are energy efficient and
more sustainable, comfortable to live and work in, offer more services
and are fit for purpose, now and in the future. Architectural engineers
help make this happen.

KEY FEATURES:
ā Industry projects with major
construction and engineering
companies
ā Multi-disciplinary approach
ā Local and international job
opportunities in high-quality buildings

The Architectural Engineering major covers the skills you need to
develop complex designs that can meet all those needs. From the
foundations to the superstructure to the services, you’ll learn how to
engineer for high-quality buildings.

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 12.
You need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work experience
to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā A problem-solver and analytical thinker
ā Making a mark
ā Good at developing pragmatic, robust
design solutions
ā A system integrator

Year 2
You become familiar with construction materials, structural engineering,
building construction, and quantity surveying. You also develop your
analytical and engineering management skills.
Year 3
This year focuses on specialist architectural engineering papers, including
geotechnical engineering, structural analysis, architectural design
and development, and the specifics of building subsystems, including
illumination engineering and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
(HVAC) systems, and architectural design and sustainability.
Year 4
In your final year you complete an individual industry project, as well as
compulsory and optional papers that cover advanced analytical thinking
and research experiences.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES1:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Architectural design engineer
Building services engineering
Project management
Building Information Management
(BIM) specialist

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 is your opportunity to apply your
knowledge on a project for organisations like Fletcher Building, Hawkins,
Naylor Love Ltd, Auckland Council, Beca or Jasmax.
1.	This is an engineering qualification. Graduates will not be architects or qualified to
register as architects.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Tools to help construct essential
housing and commercial buildings
ā Workplace experience with
construction, planning and
engineering companies

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Construction Engineering
Designing safe, cost effective and environmentally sustainable
buildings and infrastructure is essential to our society. Professional
construction engineers are involved with the design, planning
and construction of the physical infrastructure that surrounds
us. Whether the project is high-density housing or commercial
construction, these engineers design reliable processes and build
quality structures that enhance our living and working environments.
AUT’s construction engineering programme will help you develop
skills in structural engineering, materials technologies, construction
systems, productivity improvement and waste reduction strategies.

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 13.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

A problem-solver
Making a mark
An analytical thinker
Good at developing pragmatic, robust
design solutions

You need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year.
Year 2
This year you become familiar with construction materials, structural
engineering, building construction and quantity surveying. You also
develop engineering management and analytical skills.
Year 3
This year focuses on specialist construction papers, including
geotechnical engineering, structural analysis and construction
planning. You also explore the design of concrete and steel structures.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Construction design engineer
Construction delivery systems
Site engineer
Project and construction management
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Year 4
In your final year you complete an individual industry project, as well
as compulsory and optional papers that cover advanced analytical
thinking and research experiences.

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 is your opportunity to gain
real-life industrial experience in organisations like:
•
•
•
•
•

Fletcher Building
Hawkins
Naylor Love Ltd
NZ Strong Ltd
Auckland Council

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Trang Ngoc Phong

4th-year student, Bachelor of
Engineering (Honours) in Construction
Engineering

“I chose AUT’s engineering degree
because it gives me a strong background
of knowledge, as well as practical
experiences in architectural engineering
and building services. I also like that I can
strengthen my problem solving, decision
making, critical thinking and other
transferable skills while I’m studying.
“The lecturers inspire students with
their experiences and use real examples
to explain the topics. I’ve also enjoyed
that the degree helps students build
their knowledge step by step, and that
the assignments help you develop your
presentation and communication skills,
and ability to collaborate. I would highly
recommend studying engineering, as it
exposes you to different technical fields
and offers rewarding career pathways.
“AUT offers a wide range of student
services – from student learning
support services like peer mentors and
learning workshops, to services that
support your health and wellbeing. I’ve
already attended several of the library
and learning workshops, and used the
online resources to develop my English
language and academic writing skills.
“I also appreciate the support available
to help students plan their future career.
AUT’s Employability and Careers team
has given me useful advice on jobseeking. I’ve also attended a number
of career events and workshops, which
helped me expand my network and gave
me essential tips for my future career.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Develop a wide-ranging skill base
ā Workplace experience with successful
engineering companies
ā Career opportunities in multiple
industries

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Electrical and Electronic
Engineering
Electrical and electronic engineers work for industries that focus
on creating tomorrow’s solutions for everything from must-have
leisure gadgets to new power and energy sources, and medical
and lifesaving equipment. The field of electrical and electronic
engineering is a multi-billion dollar industry with limitless
career opportunities.
You study a wide range of hardware and software theory at AUT.
At the end of the programme you will be a creative engineering
designer who can solve complex problems across:

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā A problem-solver and technically
oriented
ā Able to work well under pressure
ā An excellent communicator and leader
ā Able to work well independently and
in a team

• Power engineering – the provision and control of large scale electric
power flow
• Control engineering – the design of automated production systems
• Computer engineering – the design of complex hardware and
software programs
• Telecommunications engineering – the design of hardware and
software for fixed and mobile networks for communications,
navigation and security
• Embedded system engineering - the design of hardware
and software for embedded digital systems

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 14.
You need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Electronic engineer
Embedded system engineer
Power engineer
Engineering consultant
Electrical engineer
Telecommunications engineer/
ICT consultant
Software engineer
Aeronautical engineer
Aerospace engineer
System engineer
Automation engineer
Research engineer
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Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.
Year 2
You explore the core areas of study required by electrical and
electronic engineers: computers and microcontrollers, signals and
systems and circuit theory. You also study engineering mathematics
and management.
Year 3
This year focuses on advanced topics including power engineering
and power electronic systems, embedded digital systems and
instrumentation and control systems. Year 3 also includes a design
project that increases your ability to design and build engineering
(hardware and software) solutions.

Year 4
In your final year you complete an individual industry project, as well as
compulsory and optional papers that cover the recent advancements in
your chosen field.

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 will help you gain reallife industrial experience in an engineering environment, under
the guidance of an experienced supervisor. You work on a project
for organisations like Mighty River Power, Genesis Energy, Contact
Energy, Fisher & Paykel Appliances, Spark and Auckland Airport.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Mansel Jeffares

Design Engineer,
Fusion Entertainment
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Electrical and Electronic Engineering with
First Class Honours

“We’re creating products that are sold
all around the world. I’m responsible
for designing, testing, debugging and
improving electronic circuits involving
both analogue and digital elements.
It’s rewarding to be able to take a product
from concept stage all the way through
to mass production, and then see it on
shelves in stores. Having the opportunity
to go overseas to our factory in Taiwan
and work with the factory engineers
is amazing.
“The most important skills I learned
from AUT were the general engineering
problem-solving skills that I use every
day, and the technical skills I learned
provided an excellent base to build upon
in the real world. Because AUT's first year
of engineering covered both mechanical
and electrical concepts, I was able to
quickly move into a project engineer role
where I’m responsible for all technical
aspects of a product.
“I chose to go to AUT because it’s known
for having a more hands-on approach
with smaller class sizes compared to
other New Zealand universities with
engineering programmes. The smaller
class sizes are a huge advantage as you
get more time to speak with the great
lecturers and share in their knowledge.
The lecturers are keen to share their
subject knowledge above and beyond
what is required for the degree.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā The only maritime engineering degree
offered by a New Zealand university
ā Career opportunities to travel and work
at sea
ā Study in New Zealand and Australia
ā Accredited by Engineers Australia

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Maritime Engineering
Maritime engineering is critical. Across the globe a web of offshore
infrastructure supports the delivery of oil and gas supplies that
power the world’s transportation. Maritime engineers keep these
vital vessels and systems working.
Through a joint venture with Australian Maritime College (AMC),
New Zealand students can now study maritime engineering 1. You
start with two years of study at AUT and then transfer to the AMC in
Tasmania for your final two years. You then select your chosen field
within maritime engineering – marine and offshore engineering,
naval architecture or ocean engineering. There is no other
programme of this kind in New Zealand.

What this major covers
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā A designer of yachts, ships, offshore
structures
ā Accurate, with an eye for detail
ā A problem-solver and analytical thinker
ā Good at mathematical modelling

For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 15.
You need to complete 12 weeks of planned supervised work experience
to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.
Year 2
This year covers the tools to apply mathematical and engineering
sciences to different engineering disciplines. You also become familiar
with hydrostatics and fluid mechanics, ship production and design,
thermodynamics, and offshore and maritime engineering.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
Marine and Offshore Engineering
ā Industrial process and power
generation sectors
ā Survey for government, class societies
and insurance
Naval Architecture
ā Shipbuilding – cargo vessels, ferries,
naval vessels, ROVs (Remotely
Operated Vehicles), sailing, power and
mega-yachts
Ocean Engineering
ā Design, installation and management
of offshore oil and gas installations
ā Renewable energy installations
ā Coastal engineering
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Year 3 & 4
You transfer to the Australian Maritime College, University of
Tasmania 1 for Year 3 and 4 where you study one of three majors:
Marine and Offshore Engineering
Year 3: Covers a wide range of marine subjects including mechanics,
thermal energy and electrical power systems.
Year 4: Apart from the year-long design and research project, you
learn integrated process and production systems, applied control and
maritime engineering design.
Naval Architecture
Year 3: Your study focuses on subjects like structural analysis, ship
resistance, design and underwater vehicle technology.
Year 4: Apart from papers on advanced ship structures and
computational fluid dynamics, your focus will be on a year-long design
and research project.

Ocean Engineering
Year 3: You study aquaculture, concrete structures, deep water and
finite element analysis.
Year 4: This year covers coastal and subsea engineering, as well as
the design of offshore structures. You also undertake a design and
research project across the whole year.

Workplace experience
Workplace experience is a key component of the maritime
engineering degree, and you gain exposure to the maritime industry in
companies like:
•
•
•
•

Alloy Yachts
Babcock Engineering
Marine Industrial Design
Transfield Worley

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Chan Joo Kim

Coastal/Offshore Engineer,
Foresys Co. Ltd, South Korea
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
in Maritime Engineering

“I lived in New Zealand for 14 years
before returning to South Korea, and just
fell in love with the ocean. I have worked
as a boat-builder and am interested
in offshore engineering structures, so
studying maritime engineering felt like
the natural next step.
“AUT is the only New Zealand university
that offers a maritime engineering
degree. Throughout the degree, you
don’t just cover the theory but have
many opportunities to learn practical
things like different software skills and
experimental knowledge you can use in
the engineering industry.
“I thought the programme was structured
well and the lecturers were awesome.
Being able to study in Tasmania thanks
to the partnership with the Australian
Maritime College was also attractive.

1.	Maritime majors are only open to New Zealand citizens. Students enrolling at UTAS
are subject to Australian visa and fee requirements depending on their citizenship
and residency status. New Zealand citizens are entitled to study in Australia on the
same basis as Australian permanent residents. Most New Zealand citizens are eligible
for student loans through StudyLink for this programme but you should check your
eligibility with StudyLink.

“What I like the most about my job is
that I have so many opportunities to be
close to the ocean for work due to the
nature of the job. My job mainly involves
the design and analysis of offshore
structures like oil and gas platforms,
marinas, breakwaters and any other
structures floating in the ocean. I’m also
involved in the design of our subsea
pipelines. I like the variety of my role.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Access to advanced engineering labs
and equipment
ā Local and international career
opportunities
ā Workplace experience with successful
New Zealand companies

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical engineers work with advanced technology across many
fields – from transportation to energy systems, home appliances
to robotics, manufacturing machinery and processes to medical
technologies. In a world where global warming and environmental
degradation are critical issues, mechanical engineers play a key role
in developing new sustainable technologies.
The Mechanical Engineering major covers a broad base of
engineering science and technology knowledge and skills. There is a
focus on analytical and design skills, and you have the opportunity to
apply these skills in an industry project.

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 16.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Accurate, with an eye for detail
A problem-solver
An analytical thinker
Good at mathematical modelling

You need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.
Year 2
Papers cover solid mechanics, mechanisms and dynamics of
machinery, engineering design methodology, fluids and
thermodynamics and manufacturing technology. You also further
your analytical engineering, management and teamwork skills.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Engineer and general manager
Manufacturing engineer
Mechanical engineer
Product designer
Project manager
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Year 3
This year covers higher level dynamics, solid mechanics, materials,
and thermodynamics and heat transfer. You also explore the role and
working environment of professional engineers, and further your
ability to learn independently and work in teams.
Year 4
In your final year you complete an individual industry project, as well as
compulsory and optional papers that cover the recent advancements in
your chosen field.

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 is your opportunity to gain
real-life industrial experience in an engineering environment, under
the guidance of an experienced supervisor. You work on a project for
organisations like:
• Mighty River Power
• Genesis Energy
• Contact Energy
• Fisher & Paykel Appliances
• Spark
• Auckland Airport
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Zainab Manasawala

Product Development Engineer,
Fisher and Paykel Healthcare
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Mechanical Engineering

“I chose mechanical engineering
because I wanted to study a degree that
challenged me to think outside the box,
learn technical skills but also be creative,
and teach me engineering fundamentals
but also management aspects with
industry applications. What I love about
mechanical engineering is that its
applications are endless and the world is
my oyster.
“At AUT, your professors, mentors, peers
and the community are always there
to support you - through your degree,
through life as a student, your career and
even as alumni.
“You'll soon realise that grades are
important, but they aren't everything.
Go out there and take advantage of all
the incredible opportunities for AUT
students. You won't realise how fast
your university years will fly by, but
what you will come out equipped with
is an incredible array of experiences,
skills and connections, and of course a
degree from one of New Zealand's most
innovative universities.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms

“In my role now, I'm involved in the
entire process from the initial conceptual
design of a new product to launching it
into the market. This involves designing,
risk and hazard management, process
outcomes, testing and validation, and
liaising with process development, sales
and marketing, and operations. I really
enjoy the hands-on aspects, and it's
incredible to see something you initially
conceptualised in your mind become a
real-life object.”
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Learn to apply engineering and science
fundamentals to practical solutions
ā Covers professional skills in several
engineering disciplines
ā Opportunity to include a minor in
a subject outside your major area
of study

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Mechatronics Engineering
Mechatronics engineers design and develop smart products
and processes. They use principles of mechanical, electrical and
electronics engineering, and computer science to create solutions
and systems that are effective and viable.
The Mechatronics Engineering major covers engineering
fundamentals as well as human-centred design and systems
thinking. You develop professional skills in several engineering
disciplines, including complex technical, business and project
management techniques.

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 17.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Interested in engineering and
computing
ā Good at mathematics
ā Adept at dealing with complex tasks

Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.
Year 2
This year introduces you to microcontrollers, solid mechanics,
electronics, engineering management and mechatronics design.
You also further your engineering mathematics skills.
Year 3
You learn about embedded digital systems, fluids and thermodynamics,
instrumentation and control and software construction. You also take
part in a software team project.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Design of smart products
Process and service design
Systems integration
Design of medical and sports devices
Design of mechanical or electronics
products
Software engineering
Embedded systems engineering
Project engineer
Design team leader
Project management

Year 4
In the final year you grow your understanding of the engineering
industry, robotics and automation, advanced control systems and
embedded software engineering.

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 is your opportunity to gain
real-life industrial experience in an engineering environment, under
the guidance of an experienced supervisor.
You also need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Software Engineering
Professional software engineers are responsible for constructing,
deploying and maintaining high-quality software in a systematic,
timely and disciplined manner. Software engineers must be
technically proficient and work effectively in teams and with
multiple stakeholders.
Through the Software Engineering major you develop cutting-edge
skills for your future career. You learn to design, develop, test and
maintain software. To prepare you for a career as a professional
engineer you also develop your communication and teamwork skills.

KEY FEATURES:
ā Covers a wide range of
engineering skills
ā Local and international career
opportunities in a variety of
professional roles
ā A balance between technical and
soft skills
ā Opportunity to include a minor in
a subject outside your major area
of study

What this major covers
For papers in this major, refer to the course planner on page 18.
Year 1
Students in all majors do the same papers in the first year. These
papers cover mathematics and computational techniques, as well as
the communication and teamwork skills that are essential for the team
environment engineers work in.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Interested in developing high-quality
software
ā Having a high attention to detail
ā Technically proficient

Year 2
Topics cover data structures and algorithms, software theory and
construction, data and process modelling and database design.
You will also further your engineering mathematics skills.
Year 3
This year you learn about software engineering and undertake
a software team project. Topics also cover user interface design,
engineering management and highly secure systems.
Year 4
In the final year you grow your understanding of the engineering
industry, interface design, engineering management, and choose from
a range of elective papers.

Workplace experience
Your individual industry project in Year 4 is your opportunity to gain
real-life industrial experience in an engineering environment, under
the guidance of an experienced supervisor.
You also need to complete 800 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Software engineer
Database programmer and architect
Software tester
Software development project manager
Embedded software designer
Embedded software developer
Mobile apps designer or developer
Cloud applications developer
Solutions architect

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Overview

QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

360

Duration:

3 years F/T, 6 years P/T

Campus:

City & South1

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

[

BEngTech | AK3719

]

Engineering technologists focus on practical design and applied
technology, working across a wide range of engineering disciplines.
The Bachelor of Engineering Technology prepares you for these
diverse careers. It’s accredited by Engineering New Zealand 2 and
prepares you for Technical Membership of Engineering New
Zealand. You learn to make engineering judgements, solve problems
creatively and ethically and design for sustainability. You develop
strong interpersonal and teamwork skills, and communicate
technical and non-technical information.
Our close links with companies like Fisher & Paykel, Beca, Opus,
Spark, Vodafone, Sky TV and Contact Energy can help you gain
valuable workplace experience as part of your studies.

Entry requirements
Minimum entry requirements
University Entrance or equivalent including:
• NCEA: 14 credits or more at level 2 or above (including AS91261 and
AS91262) OR NCEA level 3 in Maths, Statistics or Calculus AND 14
Level 2 credits in Physics
• CIE: A D grade or better in Mathematics and Physics at AS level
• IB: Passes (level 4) in both Mathematics and Physics
Applicants without UE must demonstrate competency in Mathematics
(algebra) and Physics to at least level 2 or equivalent.
Jason Stewart

Senior Innovation Project Manager,
adidas Running, Portland, USA
Bachelor of Engineering Technology in
Mechanical Engineering

“I’ve worked on projects that have sold
millions of running shoes to people all
over the world. I’ve also been involved
in projects that helped athletes win
Olympic titles and break world records.
I designed and developed the full track
and field range for the past Olympic
Games, and with my background in the
sport this means a lot to me. As part of
the adidas Running Future Innovation
team, I project manage the creation
and integration of large scale, industry
leading sports footwear innovation.
Basically, I make sure that our
innovation is relevant and meaningful to
our consumers. The whole experience
of my engineering degree was great,
and the people were the highlight for
me. We had great camaraderie in the
classes. AUT was definitely my style of
university, with smaller, more interactive
classes and more autonomy.”
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English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.0 overall with all bands 5.5 or higher; or equivalent.
Useful New Zealand school subjects
Digital Technologies, English, Technology
Don’t meet the entry requirements?
Consider starting with our Certificate in Science and Technology.

Majors
•
•
•
•

Building Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electronic Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

What this qualification covers
Year 1
You study eight papers that build the foundation for your
chosen major.
All students take two common papers:
• Introduction to Engineering Design
• Engineering Mathematics
You also study six other papers related to your chosen major.

National and international
recognition through
Engineering New Zealand
accreditation - Sydney Accord

Year 2 & 3
In your second year you begin to specialise in your chosen major.
In Year 3 you further advance your knowledge of your major
and undertake valuable workplace experience, working on an
industry-based project related to your major. You also need to
complete a minimum of 600 hours of planned supervised work
experience to graduate, in addition to completing all your papers.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Komal Maisuria

Systems Engineer, Beca
Master of Engineering
Postgraduate Diploma in Engineering
Bachelor of Engineering Technology in
Electronic Engineering

1.	Building Engineering major: South Campus. All other majors: City Campus.
2. The Electrical, Electronic and Mechanical majors are professionally accredited and
internationally benchmarked. Our more recent majors have been CUAP approved and
developed in consultation with Engineering New Zealand, and are expected to be
accredited in time.

“I work on the Royal New Zealand
Air Force base in Whenuapai, and I’m
currently working on system upgrades for
the P-3K2 Orion, which is New Zealand’s
surveillance aircraft. Working on aircraft
systems is something I never saw myself
doing. I enjoy working with a dynamic
team where every day is different, and
I like how I’m growing my skills and
knowledge with the variety of work I’m
exposed to. AUT stood out to me as it’s
known for providing a hands-on approach
to university education and preparing
students for their future careers. I also
appreciated that AUT’s engineering
department keeps up-to-date with
ever-changing technology by investing in
future ideas. It was great to have people
from all walks of life, different ethnicities
and demographics in the same classes.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Building Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Introduction to Engineering Design

Construction Design and Implementation

Engineering Mathematics

Engineering Mathematics I or Mathematics for
Engineering Technology

Engineering Mechanics - Statics I

Construction Technology I

Introduction to Construction Materials

Computer Applications for Engineers

Strength of Materials I

Construction Engineering Management I

Optional paper 1

Cost Engineering

Construction Technology II

Resilience Engineering

Human Factors Engineering

Engineering Design Methodology

Construction Integration Specialisation Project (30 points)
Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Construction Engineering Management II

360 points total
1. Year 3, Semester 2 optional papers: Asset and Facilities Management II, Building Energy Management, Building Renovation Engineering, Engineering
Mathematics II. Year 3, Semester 2 optional papers: Construction Technology III, Safety Engineering.

Electrical Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Engineering Mathematics

Analogue Electronics

Electrical Engineering Principles

Elements of Power Engineering

Introduction to Engineering Design

Personal Computer Engineering and Applications

Digital Devices and Systems

Introduction to Engineering Programming

Engineering Mathematics I
OR Mathematics for Engineering Technology

Choose one of: Software Development Practice,
Electronics Project, or Project

Electrical Machines

Introduction to Microcontrollers

Industrial Measurement and Control

Engineering Management I

Introduction to Illumination Engineering

Electrical Building Services

Specialisation Project (30 points)
Distributed and Alternative Generation

Power Systems Engineering

Optional paper

Engineering Management II

1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

360 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise.
1. Year 2 & 3 optional papers: Industrial Circuit Models, Engineering Mathematics II, Illumination Engineering, Instrumentation and Control Systems,
PLC Applications A, PLC Applications B, Power Electronic Systems, Power Electronics.
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Electronic Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Engineering Mathematics

Introduction to Engineering Programming

Introduction to Engineering Design

Analogue Electronics

Electrical Engineering Principles

Personal Computer Engineering and Applications

Digital Devices and Systems

Elements of Power Engineering

Engineering Mathematics I
OR Mathematics for Engineering Technology

Choose one of: Software Development Practice,
Electronics Project, or Project

Electrical Machines

Engineering Management I

Industrial Measurement and Control

Electronic Circuits

Introduction to Microcontrollers

Embedded Digital Systems

Digital Systems Development (30 points)
Specialisation Project (30 points)
Optional paper 1

Engineering Management II

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

360 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. 1. Year 2 & 3 optional papers: Industrial Circuit Models, Engineering Mathematics II, Instrumentation
and Control Systems, PLC Applications A, PLC Applications B, Linux Based Computing, Power Electronics, Power Electronic Systems.

Mechanical Engineering
YEAR

1
120

points

2
120

points

3
120

points

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

Engineering Mathematics

Engineering Materials I

Introduction to Engineering Design

Engineering Mechanics – Dynamics I

Electrical Engineering Principles

Introduction to Thermofluids and Energy

Engineering Mechanics – Statics I

Computer Applications for Engineers

Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Fluid Mechanics

Strength of Materials I

Mechanics – Dynamics II

Manufacturing Technology

Engineering Management I

Engineering Mathematics OR Mathematics for
Engineering Technology

Engineering Design Methodology

Specialisation Project (30 points)
Optional paper 1

Engineering Management II

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

Optional paper 1

360 points total
All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise. All students also complete Engineering Workshop Practice in the first semester of Year 1.
1. Year 3 optional papers (you must take at least three level 7 papers from): Advanced Manufacturing Processes, Advanced Materials, Advanced
Thermodynamics, Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (level 6), Control Engineering, Engineering Mathematics II (level 6), Mechanical Design,
Strength of Materials II, Operations Management for Manufacturing (level 6), Product Design, Advanced Manufacturing Technology.
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KEY FEATURES:
ā High demand for building
engineering skills
ā Real-life experience working
in building companies
ā Offered at the AUT South Campus

Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Building Engineering
Interested in a career where you can engineer buildings? The
Building Engineering major in the Bachelor of Engineering
Technology focuses on asset and facilities management, building
surveying technology and construction safety engineering. Building
engineering encompasses core engineering technology knowledge
and skills related to construction.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 32.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Interested in construction and how
buildings work
ā Someone who wants a hands-on
career in the engineering of buildings
ā A practical and pragmatic
problem-solver

Year 1
This major shares some of the first year with the other majors in
the Bachelor of Engineering Technology. You develop skills in
essential construction technology and materials, as well as generic
engineering skills.
Year 2
This year introduces skills specific to building engineering.
Papers cover a wide range of topic related to engineering and the
construction industry - from construction engineering management,
and asset and facilities management to cost engineering and
mechanics.
Year 3
You complete the compulsory integration specialisation project.
Working as part of a team alongside students from other construction
disciplines, the experience will expose you to real engineering practices
and management systems and help you to build engineering networks.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Health and safety manager
Construction site management
Engineering risk management
Building condition surveyor
Renovation/refurbishment specialist
Valuation surveyor
Building inspector
Facilities/asset management
Building energy management
Commercial property management

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Electrical Engineering
Interested in the electrical, control and power industry? Electrical
engineers keep the power running for businesses and our
communities. Electrical engineering skills are needed in a wide
range of industries and you could find yourself working in a lab, on a
building project, at a power station or in a workshop.

KEY FEATURES:
ā High demand for electrical
engineering skills
ā First-hand software or hardware
development experience
ā Access to specialised equipment
and facilities
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus

The Electrical Engineering major equips you with the skills to design,
implement, and maintain power and utility systems. You also learn
about electrical power engineering circuits, process control systems
and programmable logic displays. In your final year you specialise in
building services, power or control papers.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 32.
Year 1
This major shares some of the first year with the other majors in the
Bachelor of Engineering Technology.
Electrical engineering students also explore computer systems, digital
devices and programming.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Interested in everything from computer
circuits to fuel cells
ā Always wanting to know how
things work
ā Passionate about physics and maths

Year 2
The focus this year is power and control engineering. This year also
introduces you to management and project management skills, and
includes a compulsory practical project.
Year 3
This year covers power systems engineering, distributed and
alternative generation, and management topics like ethics and
sustainability. You also complete a full-year industry project.

Workplace experience

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:

All students complete an industry-based project this year. This is
your chance to apply what you’ve learnt in a research or industry
environment.

ā Control system engineer
ā Lighting and building services
engineer
ā Power systems engineer
ā Electrical, lighting, building and
power industries
ā Armed Forces

You also need to complete a minimum of 600 hours of planned
supervised work placement to graduate. This work experience exposes
you to real engineering practices and management systems and helps
you build engineering networks.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Broad skill base in electronic systems
ā Access to specialised equipment and
facilities
ā First-hand software or hardware
development experience
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus

Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Electronic Engineering
Take a look at the appliances and systems that make our daily
lives easier – they were created by electronic engineers. Electronic
engineers are also involved in robotics research, which relies
heavily on using digital systems to control and monitor motors,
communications, and sensors.
You develop an in-depth understanding of electronic engineering
circuits, with a focus on microelectronic systems and their
applications in commercial, industrial and domestic systems and
appliances. The Electronic Engineering major also covers the design,
implementation and maintenance of electronic systems.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 33.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā A problem-solver and creative
ā Adaptable and excellent at
communication and organisation
ā Interested in physics and maths
ā Practical and able to do hands-on work

Year 1
This major shares some of the first year papers with the other
majors in the Bachelor of Engineering Technology. You also explore
programming, analogue electronics, and digital devices and systems.
Year 2
You further your understanding of power engineering, electrical
machines, microcontrollers, measurement and control, electronic
circuits, and embedded systems. This year also introduces you
to management and project management skills, and includes a
compulsory practical project.
Year 3
This year you choose elective papers in digital or analogue electronics,
and explore management topics like ethics and sustainability. You also
complete a full-year industry project.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā Electronics engineer
ā Embedded system engineer
ā Software engineer
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Workplace experience
All students complete an industry-based project this year. This is
your chance to apply what you’ve learnt in a research or industry
environment.
You also need to complete a minimum of 600 hours of planned
supervised work experience to graduate. This work experience exposes
you to real engineering practices and management systems and helps
you build engineering networks.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Parn Jones

Director, Co-founder & Chief
Technology Officer, Avice
Master of Engineering with First Class
Honours
Bachelor of Engineering Technology in
Electronic Engineering
“We’ve developed a wearable device
that gives you real-time and actionable
feedback when you’re lifting weights.
Avice uses a novel, patent-pending
sensor technology that has been proven
to detect muscle performance failure,
in real time. Our idea has already won a
number of awards and received funding
from AUT, Callaghan Innovation and
KiwiNet.
“I’ve always wanted to be part of a startup company, and I appreciate how AUT
supports start-ups and entrepreneurs.
Without the AUT Ventures team, we
wouldn’t be where we are. They have
been amazing in helping us get exposure
for our product and providing extremely
valuable resources.
“When I was a child, my parents gave me
an electronics kit and I spent many hours
working on that and making things. I also
loved pulling things apart, seeing how
things work and making new things out
of it. When I wanted to leave school in
Year 12, my parents suggested that I
study at AUT, so I enrolled in the
engineering programme.
“My time at AUT was a good experience.
While it’s totally different from school,
it’s a very friendly environment, and the
academic staff are friendly and help you
along the way.”
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KEY FEATURES:
ā CAD and product design options
ā Access to high-end equipment and
facilities
ā Real-life experience working on an
industry-based project
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus

Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Mechanical Engineering
What do food processing, plastics manufacturing, metal machining
and mechanical design have in common? They’re all career options
for skilled mechanical engineering technologists.
The Mechanical Engineering major prepares you for careers as an
engineering technologist in mechanical engineering, and production
or manufacturing engineering. You develop the skills to maintain,
develop and design different aspects of modern mechanical
technology.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 33.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Able to work well independently and
in a team
ā Accurate, with an eye for detail
ā A creative and practical problem-solver
ā A leader

Year 1
You explore engineering mechanics, statics and dynamics and
further your understanding of mathematics. You also develop an
understanding of design processes along with practical workshop,
drawing, CAD and computer skills. You become familiar with
engineering materials, thermodynamics and energy, and computer
applications for engineers.
Year 2
You advance your knowledge of mechanics, design, thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics and mathematics. You also become familiar with
manufacturing technology and engineering management.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Maintenance engineer
Mechanical design engineer
Mechanical engineer
Product development engineer
Production/manufacturing engineer
Project management

Year 3
This year you study one compulsory management paper and complete
a full-year industry project. You also choose five elective papers from a
selection of key mechanical engineering topics to advance your skills
in a specific area (eg mechanics or thermodynamics) or give yourself a
broad range of mechanical engineering skills.

Workplace experience
All students complete an industry-based project this year. This
is your chance to apply what you’ve learnt in a research or
industry environment.
You also need to complete a minimum of 600 hours of planned
supervised work experience to graduate. This work experience exposes
you to real engineering practices and management systems and helps
you build engineering networks.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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AUT City Campus in the Auckland CBD
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Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences
Overview

QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

360

Duration:

3 years F/T, 6 years P/T

Campus:

City & South 1

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

[

BCIS | AK3697

]

Study computer and information sciences with us and choose from
a wide range of programmes that prepare you for careers spanning
everything from telecommunications to education, and healthcare
to finance. The Institute of IT Professionals NZ (IITP) accredits
our Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences as meeting
the Seoul Accord. You benefit from our outstanding facilities and
industry connections, including our ICT and Engineering Careers Fair
where you can meet representatives from New Zealand’s biggest and
most exciting companies, from Datacom and Deloitte to Slingshot
and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare. Pair this with the industry research
project in your final year, and you have the perfect foundation to
launch your career in computer and information sciences.

Entry requirements
Minimum entry requirements
University Entrance or equivalent
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.0 overall with all bands 5.5 or higher; or equivalent.
Useful New Zealand school subjects
Calculus, Digital Technologies, Mathematics, Statistics
Don’t meet the entry requirements?
Consider starting with our Certificate in Science and Technology.
Timoti Wharewaka

Ngāpuhi
Cloud Application Senior Analyst, Accenture
Postgraduate Certificate in Computer and
Information Sciences
Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in IT Service Science & Networks
and Security

Majors 2

“I decided to study computing because
I could see that a degree in computer
and information science would enable
me to be at the forefront of innovation
and new development. AUT was the
university of my choice because I really
liked the structure of the degree. I also
had the opportunity to explore which
area of IT I enjoyed before specialising
in a specific field. In my role now, I really
enjoy working within a team to help
solve problems for our clients. I also like
working within an environment that is
strongly aligned with my passion for
technology. AUT has provided me with
the skills I need to transition successfully
into the workplace. I also believe that a
degree from AUT differentiates you from
other graduates.”

What this qualification covers
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• Analytics
• Computational Intelligence
• Computer Science

• IT Service Science
• Networks and Security
• Software Development

Compulsory papers
You complete 11 papers as an introduction to computer and information
sciences before focusing on a chosen major in Year 2 and 3.
Compulsory papers for all majors are: Applied Communication,
Programming 1, Computing Technology in Society, Foundations of IT
Infrastructure, Enterprise Systems, Programming 2, Computer Network
Principles, Data and Process Modelling, Logical Database Design, IT
Project Management and one mathematics paper from level 5 maths
options (depending on your maths background). Some majors require
specific maths papers.

Major papers
You specialise in your chosen major, and develop strong technical
knowledge in IT, creative problem-solving skills and the ability to
analyse, design and maintain IT solutions. You gain professional skills
and knowledge in programming, IT infrastructure and networks,
communication and teamwork, project management, ethics and
professional practice, security and information systems.
In Year 3, you work on a real-life research and development project
relevant to your major which may involve software development or
commercial research for organisations like Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
Ltd, Eagle Technology and FutureTech.

Huge opportunities for
workplace experience

Double your career options – study computer and
information sciences, and:
• Bachelor of Arts (conjoint)
• Bachelor of Business (conjoint)
You can also study the Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences as a double degree with many AUT bachelor’s degrees.
Conjoint programme
You study two degrees at the same time in a single programme of
study. It’s usually possible to complete two three-year degrees in four
to five years. You need to maintain a B grade average across all papers
and do papers from each degree every year.
Double degrees
The difference between double degrees and conjoint programmes is
that in the double degrees you apply for and enrol separately in each
of the two degrees. If you’re considering doing this, it’s important
that you contact AUT to discuss your plans. Double degrees can be
completed either one after the other or concurrently.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

1.	IT Service Science, Networks and Security, Software
Development: You can study the full degree at the South
Campus. Other majors: First-year papers available at
the South Campus, all other papers offered at the City
Campus
2. Single and double major options are available as well as
the standard pathway (no major).

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms

Racheal Herlihy

Data Scientist, Shopify, Ottawa, Canada
Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in Computational Intelligence

“Many people believe technology is
changing the world. But computers don’t
have that power. People do. There’s
a huge opportunity to make a real
difference in the world with the right
people influencing new technologies.
I love that by being able to code I can
create products that can help people
and make a difference. I came to AUT
as I loved the balance between theory
and practical skills. It’s also known
for its strong industry connections.
For example, in the final year you do
a research and development project,
working alongside clients to solve reallife problems. This is invaluable and gives
you the chance to practically apply all
the learning you’ve done in your classes.
I would absolutely recommend this
degree. The lecturers have really made
my university experience - their passion
and obvious knowledge is inspiring.”
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Course planner

Compulsory
papers for all
majors

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Applied Communication

Data and Process Modelling

Research and Development Project

Programming 1

Logical Database Design

Computing Technology in Society

IT Project Management

Foundations of IT Infrastructure
Enterprise Systems
Programming 2
Computer Network Principles
PLUS SELECT 1 FROM:
•
•
•
•

Applied Statistics
Differential and Integral Calculus
Algebra and Discrete Mathematics
Mathematical Concepts

PLUS 1 OF THE FOLLOWING MAJORS:
Probability

Industrial and Business Analytics

Statistical Methods

Applied Stochastic Models

Forecasting

Data Mining and Knowledge
Engineering
OR Statistical Computing with SAS

Foundations of Information
Science

Data Mining and Knowledge
Engineering

Statistical Methods

Artificial Intelligence

Data Structures and Algorithms
OR Physical Database Design

Text and Vision Intelligence
OR Nature Inspired Computing

Data Structures and Algorithms

Theory of Computation

Algorithm Design and Analysis

Programming Languages

Operating Systems
OR Logic and Discrete Structures

Artificial Intelligence
OR Distributed and Mobile Systems

IT Service Provision

IT Strategy and Control

Needs Analysis Acquisition
and Training

IT Service Management

Network and System Administration
OR
Information Security Technologies

Information Security Management
OR
Contemporary Information Systems

Networks and
Security

Computer Network Applications

Advanced Network Technologies

Network & System Administration

Network Security

Operating Systems
OR Physical Database Design

Information Security Management
OR Distributed and Mobile Systems

Software
Development

Program Design and Construction

Contemporary Methods in Software
Engineering

Software Development Practice

Applied Human Computer
Interaction

Operating Systems
OR Physical Database Design

Web Development
OR Distributed and Mobile Systems

Analytics

Computational
Intelligence

Computer Science

IT Service Science

PLUS 5 ELECTIVE PAPERS
Add five elective papers at level 5 or above. At least one paper from the BCIS and four papers from any other AUT degree.
For details about electives visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Analytics
Analytical skills are essential in today’s business environment. The
ability to analyse data using appropriate statistical, mathematical
and computational techniques is highly sought after in New Zealand
and internationally. Career options include sales analysis, customer
profile analysis, data analysis for research projects or analysis of
financial trends.

KEY FEATURES:
ā Analytical skills are in demand in many
industries
ā Close links with Statistics NZ
ā Includes a major research project
for companies like Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare Ltd, Eagle Technology and
FutureTech

The Analytics major focuses on business and industry. You gain key
skills in sophisticated predictive modelling and quantitative and
statistical analysis. Our close links with organisations like Statistics
NZ give you relevant insights into current industry thinking and
hands-on experience for your career.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
Analytics students also take additional prerequisite maths papers in
Year 1 and 2 ¹.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Precise
Curious and analytical
Meticulous and a planner
Interested in business

Year 2
You study forecasting, statistical methods and probability, and
complete additional selected papers from the Bachelor of Computer
and Information Sciences.
Year 3
Papers this year cover applied stochastic models, and industrial and
business analytics. You can study either data mining and knowledge
engineering, or statistical computing with SAS. You also complete
additional selected papers.

Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor. Datamine Ltd and Advance
Retail Technology Ltd have sponsored recent student projects that
required knowledge in this area.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Biostatistician
Business/quality/statistical analyst
Government statistician
Industrial forecaster
Logistics or quality analyst
Secondary teacher 2

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

1.	Please discuss your maths paper selection with the programme leader or
academic advisor.
2. After an additional year of teacher training.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā High demand for graduates who
can create solutions for information
generation, processing and delivery
ā Career options in multiple sectors
ā Includes a major research project
for an industry organisation or
research centre

Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Computational Intelligence
Information makes the world go round. Computational intelligence
gives you the power to capture information and make sense of
it – a highly sought-after skill. This major explores the theory and
science behind the management and use of information, including
information science, information modelling, data mining, knowledge
engineering and database design.
You learn to devise effective solutions for information generation,
processing and delivery. You’ll also develop an understanding of
the technical aspects of database design and programming for
information retrieval and presentation.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

An investigator
Able to see patterns and trends in data
Paying attention to detail
Interested in mathematical modelling

Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
You also choose one other mathematics paper.
Year 2
You become familiar with the foundations of information science
and statistical methods. You also choose between papers on physical
database design, and data structures and algorithms.
Year 3
This year focuses on more advanced topics in computational
intelligence. Papers cover artificial intelligence, data mining and
knowledge engineering. You also study either text and vision
intelligence, or nature inspired computing.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Data analyst
Information analyst and designer
IS services consultant
IT supervisor/manager
Logistics analyst
Technical or business analyst
Project leader
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Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor.
Recent client companies included:
• Datamine Ltd
• Advanced Retail Technology Ltd
• Fonterra
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Anthony Ngan

Web Developer and Digital Marketing
Support, iRefi Mortgages Ltd
Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in Computational Intelligence and
Software Development
Certificate in Science and Technology

“I chose to follow my passion at AUT
because I wanted to learn about software
development methodologies and artificial
intelligence. One of my fondest memories
was in my first year. In groups, we were
instructed to build a model aeroplane,
and got to use the 3D printers at AUT. We
3D printed parts and then constructed
the plane – and it flew.
“The academic staff are superb and
willing to help every step of the way. In
the last year of study, students can also
undertake a research and development
project with an internal or external
client. It serves as a true testament of
the knowledge they gained during their
studies and gives students opportunities
to apply their knowledge to a real-life
project.
”Make the most of your time at university.
Use this opportunity to be curious, and
apply yourself in extracurricular activities
like student organisations, clubs and
personal projects.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms

“At iRefi, we offer mortgage and
insurance advice to people. What’s
awesome about working there is seeing
the technology being used to assist
our advisers who can then provide the
best solutions to our clients. I use my
programming skills every day to help
maintain our website, which involves
updating, enhancing and optimising the
overall user experience.”
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Skills that are in demand around
the world
ā Develop effective ways to solve
computing problems
ā Includes a major research project
for an industry organisation or
research centre

Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Computer Science
Computer science holds the answers to many questions. The rapid
evolution of technology makes computer science an exciting and
demanding career option – one with huge job opportunities in
New Zealand and around the world.
In the Computer Science major you learn effective ways to solve
computing problems and devise new ways to use computing
technologies. You explore advanced aspects of technical software,
including how to devise computing algorithms for new technologies,
and how to develop multi-tasking systems and 3D user interfaces.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā Able to understand software and
coding
ā Interested in digging for the root of
problems
ā Quick to learn
ā Having a practical attitude

Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
You also choose one other mathematics paper.
Year 2
You become familiar with algorithm design and data structures. You
also study either operating systems, or logic and discrete structures.
Year 3
You explore more advanced papers in computer science, including
programming languages and the theory of computation. You also
study either artificial intelligence, or distributed and mobile systems.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Entrepreneur
Industrial researcher
Research and development manager
Software architect
Software designer and implementer
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Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor.
Recent client companies included:
• Deloitte
• Pinnacle Life Ltd
• Compucon NZ
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Shane Birdsall

Test Engineer, Fiserv
Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in Computer Science and
Software Development

“I really enjoyed the computer science
papers as they challenged me and
changed the way I approached problems.
My job now involves the analysis, design
and implementation of automated testing
solutions to ensure the products we
ship are bug free. I work within quality
assurance, and while I’m highly technical,
my focus is that end users have a great,
bug free experience. I’ve also been tasked
with teaching test analysts how to read
and write automation code through
weekly workshops and hands-on training
sessions. I love that I get to use so many
different technologies in my job, and that
my role involves high amounts of creative
problem solving. The problems we solve
in test automation are challenging and
often critical. It’s really awesome that
I can make such an impact in this
position and can help so many people
on a daily basis.”

Employer comment

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms

“Shane has the right technical
competency for the test engineer
role, coupled with a strong
understanding of the big picture
critical for QAs. We were looking
for someone with development
skills relevant for our automation
testing practice, preferably in mobile.
Shane’s degree and exposure to
different technologies and projects
definitely made the adjustment to
Fiserv work environment a lot easier
for him.”
Paul John Mendoza, Quality
Assurance Manager, Fiserv
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Universal demand for IT services
ā A wide range of career opportunities
ā Includes a major research project
for an industry organisation or
research centre
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus and
AUT South Campus

Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
IT Service Science
Technology is vital in our day-to-day lives but the IT we rely on needs
to be secure, well-designed and fit for purpose. IT service science is
the foundation for secure, well-designed technology solutions that
enhance people’s lives.
With the IT Service Science major you learn to analyse, design,
procure and implement information technology solutions.
You develop the skills to manage IT installations and draw
up service-level contracts, manage security and implement
internet solutions.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

A good communicator
A people person
A fixer and technical problem-solver
Analytical

Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
You also choose one other mathematics paper.
Year 2
You become familiar with the provision of IT services, needs analysis
acquisition and training. You also choose between information security
technologies, and network and system administration.
Year 3
This year covers more advanced topics in IT service science. You
investigate IT strategy and control, and service management. You
also study either information security management or contemporary
information systems.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Call centre manager
Database administrator
Information analyst and designer
IT support role
Logistics analyst
Network and systems administrator
Outsourced IT services co-ordinator
Solutions architect
Integration and functional consultant
IS operational manager
IT service supervisor
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Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor.
Recent client companies included:
• Auckland Council
• Business Mechanix
• Clearvision
• Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
• Waitemata District Health Board
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Ash Lennox-Steele

Security Analyst, TVNZ
Master of Information Security and
Digital Forensics
Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in IT Service Science & Networks
and Security

“I enjoyed playing around with
technology to understand how it worked
and what I could make it do. When it was
time to choose where to go to university,
AUT’s Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences aligned well with
my preferred way of learning and working
as it provided hands-on experience to
help process the theoretical knowledge
of the degree.
“During one of my bachelor’s degree
classes we had a guest lecture by the
head of AUT’s Master of Information
Security and Digital Forensics. The
lecture was about the growing risk of
cyber security threats, and how the
master’s degree addressed this. Despite
not really considering postgraduate study
before, after that lecture I knew that’s
what I needed to do and cyber security
was where I wanted to go.
“I’m now working as a security analyst for
TVNZ, and love being on the ‘good’ side
of the security fence. It’s nice to know
that the work I’m doing helps keep my
organisation and the people who interact
with it safe. I really enjoy the challenge.
With the way technology is moving, and
the increasing complexity in the security
space regarding threats and attacks,
there’s always more to learn.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Design and implement network and
security solutions
ā Prepare for Cisco CCNA certification
and the requirements of CCNP
certification
ā A major research project for an industry
organisation or research centre
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus and
AUT South Campus

Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Networks and Security
Information is often an organisation’s most precious asset – but it’s
also one of its most vulnerable assets. New information security
threats and attacks are constantly developing and the only solution
is to develop increasingly secure networks. That’s why networks and
security are areas that are universally important.
This major focuses on practical projects where you apply your
knowledge to implement networks and secure systems. You study
the basics and infrastructure of networking, and learn to configure,
implement and analyse network devices. This includes information
network administration and network security to an advanced level.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Logical
A planner
Strategically-minded
A problem-solver

Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
You also choose one other mathematics paper.
Year 2
You explore computer network applications, and network and system
administration. You also study either physical database design or
operating systems.
Year 3
This year you study advanced topics in networks and security,
including network technologies, and network security. You also
study either information security management, or distributed and
mobile systems.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā

IT security analyst
Network analyst
Network designer
Systems and network administrator

Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor.
Recent client companies included:
• Auckland Council
• Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
• NZcare
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Software Development
Demand for new technology is constantly increasing. Technological
solutions could lead to advances in areas as diverse as biomedicine,
communications, business and entertainment. Software developers
play a role in those advances. This major prepares you for these
diverse and exciting roles.

KEY FEATURES:
ā High demand for software
development skills
ā Exciting pace of innovation and change
ā A major research project for an
industry organisation or research
centre
ā Offered at the AUT City Campus and
AUT South Campus

You develop the skills to design and develop new and existing
software solutions using common development tools. You design and
develop secure software and use the latest technologies including
modern programming languages, operating systems, networks,
distributed computing systems, databases and modelling. You also
carry out quality assurance tasks.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 42.
Year 1
All students take seven core papers that are compulsory for all majors.
You also choose one other mathematics paper.
Year 2
This year covers programme design and construction, and software
development. You also choose to study either physical database design
or operating systems.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Interested in IT and innovation
Logical
A planner
Careful and meticulous
Technically innovative

Year 3
Papers this year focus on software engineering and applied human
computer interaction. You also study either web development, or
distributed and mobile systems.

Workplace experience
The Research and Development Project paper brings together the
skills you’ve developed throughout your degree. You apply what you’ve
learnt in a project for an industry client or research centre, under the
guidance of an experienced supervisor.
Recent client companies included:
• Basement Theatre
• Deloitte
• Fiserv
• Fonterra
• Pinnacle Life Ltd
• Plant & Food Research

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Computer programmer
Mobile/app developer
Software developer, engineer or tester
Systems analyst or architect
Technology consultant
Web developer
Project manager

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Bachelor of Science/Bachelor
of Mathematical Sciences
Overview
QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

360

Duration:

3 years F/T, 6 years P/T

Campus:

City

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

[

BSc/BMathSci | AK1041/AK1271

]

Can you imagine developing the next search algorithm for Google
or creating mathematical theories that help discover the secret of
the universe? A degree in mathematical sciences could help you
achieve just that. Mathematical sciences is the key to analysing
data and developing algorithms that turn numbers and figures into
goals or projections. This is extremely valuable and those that can
visualise data are highly sought after. This degree prepares you to
take advantage of these growing career opportunities. Your final year
includes valuable workplace experience, working on a project for an
organisation related to your major.

Entry requirements
Minimum entry requirements
University Entrance or equivalent
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.0 overall with all bands 5.5 or higher; or equivalent.
Useful New Zealand school subjects
Calculus, Mathematics, Physics, Statistics

Majors

Freya Fortzer

Compliance Monitoring Officer,
Auckland Council
Bachelor of Science in Astronomy 1 and
Environmental Sciences

“I was working at an office job, and one
night I went to a show at the Stardome
Observatory. It blew my mind! I ended
up leaving my job, and decided to go
back to university to study something I
was interested in and passionate about
- science. I loved that AUT has lecturers
who are accomplished scientists,
actively working in the field. They had
this encyclopaedic knowledge about
the subjects they wanted to share with
us, rather than just teaching us how
to pass exams. One of the astronomy
lecturers, for example, did research at
the Stardome Observatory. One night he
invited the class there to show us a few
things and take a look through the Zeiss
telescope. It was the first time I'd seen
celestial objects in such clarity, and it was
probably one of the most beautiful things
I've ever seen.”
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•
•
•
•

Analytics
Applied Mathematics
Astronomy and Space Science
Computer Science

If you want to study a broad range of papers, you can also complete
this qualification with no major.
You can also choose how your degree is named: Science or
Mathematical Sciences. The Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences is a
more industry-focused degree and includes a research project in your
final year. The Bachelor of Science is a more traditional university
qualification that enables you to combine your chosen major with a
broad range of science subjects 2.

What these qualifications cover
To plan your degree refer to the course planner on page 54.
Year 1
You study a range of technology-focused papers that have modelling
applications in industry and help you develop tools for evidence-based
decision-making.
Papers include:
• Programming for Engineering Applications
• Object Oriented Applications
• Introductory Astronomy
• Physics I
• Algebra and Discrete Mathematics
• Differential and Integral Calculus
• Applied Statistics
• Mathematical Concepts
• Computer Organisation

Students work on live,
real industry briefs

Because communication skills are essential for today’s workplaces you
also study a communications paper.
Year 2 & 3
There is a wide range of second and third year papers, depending
on your major. In Year 3, you may work on a real-life research and
development project for an organisation related to your major.

Second majors and minors
Today, standing out from the crowd is more important than ever.
Having skills in more than one discipline can give you the competitive
edge and increase your career opportunities. If you choose a second
major or a minor you can study an area of interest from a range
of subjects. To find out more visit aut.ac.nz
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

1. This major is now called Astronomy and Space Science.
2. The Bachelor of Science is also offered through the School of Science.

Jamie Allan

Ngāti Whakaue, Ngāti Pikiao, Ngāti Awa
Marketing Analyst, Luggage.co.nz, Tauranga
Master of Analytics
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences in
Analytics

“In my final years of high school, I
really enjoyed maths so when I was
looking through the degrees on offer,
the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
jumped right out. My koro and aunty
were both maths teachers, so I also knew
I’d have extra help if I needed it. My
partner was heading up from Rotorua to
Auckland to do a graphic design degree
at AUT, so I thought I would tag along
and do a degree in something I enjoyed.
I’m glad I made that decision. I’m now
employed as a marketing analyst at
Luggage.co.nz where I’m able to apply
my database and mathematical skills, as
well as the marketing skills I developed
thanks to my Master of Analytics
industry project.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Course planner
YEAR 1
Papers for all
majors

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Statistical Methods

Industrial and Business Analytics

Probability

Applied Stochastic Models

Forecasting
OR Logical Database Design

Data Mining and Knowledge
Engineering
OR Statistical Computing with SAS

Differential Equations

Numerical Analysis

Applied Communication 1
CHOOSE 7 OF:
Programming for Engineering Applications
Object Oriented Applications
Introductory Astronomy
Physics I
Algebra and Discrete Mathematics
Differential and Integral Calculus
Applied Statistics
Mathematical Concepts
Computer Organisation

PLUS 1 OR 2 OF THE FOLLOWING MAJORS:
Analytics

Applied
Mathematics

Multivariate Calculus

Linear Partial Differential Equations

Linear Algebra
OR Financial Mathematics

Financial Modelling and
Computation
OR Applied Stochastic Models

Astronomy and
Space Science

Astrophysics and Space Science

Radio Astronomy

Physics II

Practical Astrophysics

Space, Time and Gravity

Frontiers of Astronomy and Space
Science

Computer Science

Algorithm Design and Analysis

Theory of Computation

Data Structures and Algorithms

Programming Languages

Logic and Discrete Structures
OR Operating Systems

Distributed and Mobile Systems
OR Artificial Intelligence

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

PLUS ELECTIVES:

OR
Elective
Elective
Elective
Research Project (30 points)
(Compulsory for BMathSci,
not compulsory for BSc)

All papers are 15 points unless indicated otherwise
1. Must be completed in Year 1 or 2
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Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Mathematical Sciences
Analytics
Analytical skills are essential in today’s business environment. The
ability to analyse data using appropriate statistical, mathematical
and computational techniques is highly sought after in New Zealand
and internationally. Career options include sales analysis, customer
profile analysis, data analysis for research projects or analysis of
financial trends.

KEY FEATURES:
ā High demand for analytical skills
ā Career options in multiple sectors
ā Close links with organisations like
Statistics NZ
ā A major research project for an
industry organisation1

The Analytics major focuses on business and industry. You gain key
skills in sophisticated predictive modelling and quantitative and
statistical analysis. Our close links with organisations like Statistics
NZ give you relevant insights into current industry thinking and
hands-on experience for your career.

What this major covers
For papers refer to course planner on page 54.
Year 1
Students in all majors study the same core papers this year.
Year 2
You become familiar with forecasting, logical database design,
probability and statistical methods. You complete selected papers from
the Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Precise
Curious and analytical
Meticulous and a planner
Interested in business

Year 3
You explore advanced topics in analytics, including stochastic models,
data mining and knowledge engineering. You also become familiar
with SAS, and complete additional papers from the Bachelor of
Science/Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Biostatistician
Business/quality/statistical analyst
Government statistician
Industrial forecaster
Logistics or quality analyst
Medical statistician
Secondary teacher 2
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Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Mathematical Sciences
Analytics continued
Final-year project
In your final year you can complete a research project1, investigating
a scientific problem. These projects have practical applications to the
workplace and may include workplace experience.
This paper counts as two papers and you can complete it over one
semester or the whole year.
Through this paper you develop skills in experimental design,
literature searching, the collection and analysis of data, interpretation
and reporting of the results.
Shannon Soudom

Financial Insight Analyst,
MercyAscot Private Hospital
Bachelor of Science in Analytics and Finance

Recent student projects included a study of the various factors behind
house price movements in the NZ housing market.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

“My highlight at AUT was making new
friends. I made so many friends during my
time at AUT; some were completing the
same degree as I was and some studied
completely different fields, but I keep in
touch with all of them after university.
You’d be surprised how much you can
learn just from talking to different people.
“After completing a range of subjects
in my first year, I found my interest in
finance. Financial instruments like loans,
investments and stocks are all key to a
successful business and help shape our
economy. Finance influences our daily
lives and what better way to analyse our
financial market than with analytics.
“University is about so much more than
just gaining a degree and AUT provides
many opportunities for each individual
to thrive. AUT has various groups, events
and career opportunities – including the
Investment Club, careers fairs and so
many more – that enable you to network
with business leaders, meet like-minded
people, make friends and keep in touch
with your industry.
“After graduating from AUT I interned at
Westpac Institutional Bank in New York
through the AUT Internz International
Scholarship Programme. I was responsible
for preparing financial models, and
conducting industry research, data
analysis and forecasting for the Corporate
Institutional Bank team. My work
helped relationship managers maximise
international clients’ businesses with
significant operations in New Zealand
and Australia.”
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1.	This paper is compulsory in the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences but not in the
Bachelor of Science.
2. After an additional year of teacher training.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor
of Mathematical Sciences
Applied Mathematics

KEY FEATURES:
ā Tools to be a proactive problem-solver
ā Varied career options
ā A major research project for an
industry organisation¹

Applied mathematics tells us about our world and helps predict what will
happen next. Whether you want to look at global warming patterns, figure
out the structural integrity of a building or forecast economic trends – it
all relies on applied mathematics.
This major will give you the skills to carry out modelling research and the
analysis of problems in the fields of engineering, science and business.
With these skills you can be part of the solution to a vast array of complex
issues facing the world.

What this major covers
For papers in this major refer to the course planner on page 54.
Year 1
Students in all majors study the same core papers this year.
Year 2
You investigate modelling and techniques for solving ordinary and
differential equations. You’re introduced to actuarial mathematics, financial
risk management and linear algebra. You develop skills in the development,
interpretation and use of mathematical methods appropriate to engineering
and science. You also take five elective papers.

SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

Logical
Good at calculations
Interested in real-world analysis
A problem-solver

Year 3
The focus is on modelling, covering computational modelling, numerical
method and mathematics modelling in finance, and the modelling of
electronic and mechanical engineering situations. You also complete
elective papers.

Final-year project
In your final year you can complete a research project 1, investigating a
scientific problem. These projects have practical applications to the workplace
and may include workplace experience. This paper counts as two papers and
you can complete it over one semester or the whole year. Through this paper
you develop skills in experimental design, literature searching, the collection
and analysis of data, interpretation and reporting of the results.
Recent student projects included:
• A study of the mathematical modelling of linear waves in shallow waters
• The sound field around an acoustically hard cylindrical scatterer
• The modelling of sound waves around a physical boundary

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

Actuary
Control buyer or purchasing agent
Industrial engineering scientist
Market and financial analyst
Mathematician
Research analyst and associate
Secondary teacher 2

AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.
1.	This paper is compulsory in the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences but not in the
Bachelor of Science.
2. Following an additional year of teacher training.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Access to AUT’s hi-tech astronomy
facilities, including NZ’s only radio
astronomy telescopes
ā Work with the Institute for Radio
Astronomy and Space Research
ā A major research project in your
final year¹

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Mathematical Sciences
Astronomy and Space Science
Turn your fascination for space into a career. High-performance
computing and broadband networking are central to modern
astronomy and space science. AUT’s Warkworth Observatory is
linked to New Zealand’s most powerful super computers and has the
only radio telescopes in the country. That’s why AUT’s Institute for
Radio Astronomy and Space Research (IRASR) can process enormous
amounts of data from deep space, used for cutting-edge research in
astrophysics and earth science.
The Astronomy and Space Science major covers the latest
developments in astronomy and space science, spherical astronomy,
celestial mechanics, theoretical astrophysics and mathematical
physics. You have the opportunity to work with IRASR during
your study.

SEE YOURSELF AS:

What this major covers

ā Scientifically engaged
ā Having above-average mathematical
ability
ā Fascinated by space and the universe

For papers refer to course planner on page 54.
Year 1
Students in all majors study the same core papers this year.
Year 2
You become familiar with astrophysics and space science. You also
complete a more advanced physics paper and study space, time and
gravity, as well as other papers from the Bachelor of Science/Bachelor
of Mathematical Sciences.
Year 3
You study practical astrophysics and radio astronomy. You also explore
the frontiers of astronomy and space science and choose from a range
of electives.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā Astronomer
ā Industrial mathematician
ā Observatory technician or research
officer
ā Planetarium lecturer
ā Programmer or systems developer
ā Technical software developer
ā Scientific programmer
ā Secondary teacher 2
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Final-year project
In your final year you can complete a research project 1, investigating
a scientific problem. These projects have practical applications to the
workplace and may include workplace experience.
This paper counts as two papers and you can complete it over one
semester or the whole year. Through this paper you develop skills in
experimental design, literature searching, the collection and analysis of
data, interpretation and reporting of the results.
Recent student projects included the creation of a catalogue of Southern
Hemisphere radio sources using the AUT 30-metre radio telescope.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Axl Floyd Rogers

Ngāpuhi
Master of Science (Research) student
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences in
Applied Mathematics and Astronomy3

“I’m fascinated by the mysteries of the
cosmos and have long felt drawn towards
a career in astronomy and astrophysics.
AUT has the first and only radio
astronomical institute in New Zealand;
the Institute for Radio Astronomy and
Space Research (IRASR), which was
founded in 2004. I also appreciate the
importance of AUT’s 12m and 30m radio
telescopes based at the Radio Astronomy
Observatory in Warkworth.
“I would recommend studying astronomy
to all those who look up at the night sky
and find themselves filled with a deep
sense of wonder, to those who wish to
learn about the to-and-fro of celestial
objects, and to those who have a curious
mind and a passion for astronomy. AUT
has an array of excellent and inspiring
astronomy lecturers who will assist you
along the journey to the stars.

1.	This paper is compulsory in the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences but not in the
Bachelor of Science.
2. Following an additional year of teacher training.
3. This major is now called Astronomy and Space Science.

“My final-year research project was
an opportunity to apply all the skills I
learned throughout my degree, focused
around an area of research of my
choosing. This entailed long hours, hard
work and learning a few new skills along
the way, but proved extremely rewarding
and beneficial. The results discovered
during my research project led to my first
co-authorship publication ‘Polarization
Studies of Rotating Radio Transients’ by
M. Caleb et al. 2019.”

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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KEY FEATURES:
ā Global demand for computer science
skills
ā Hands-on experience developing
technical software
ā Opportunity to complete a research
project for an industry organisation 1

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Mathematical Sciences
Computer Science
Computer science holds the answers to many questions. The rapid
evolution of technology makes computer science an exciting and
demanding career option – one with huge job opportunities in
New Zealand and around the world.
In the Computer Science major you learn effective ways to solve
computing problems and devise new ways to use computing
technologies. You explore advanced aspects of technical software,
including how to devise computing algorithms for new technologies,
and how to develop multi-tasking systems and 3D user interfaces.

What this major covers
For more information about papers and planning your degree, please
refer to the course planner on page 54.
SEE YOURSELF AS:
ā
ā
ā
ā

A coder
A gaming enthusiast
A programmer
A problem-solver

Year 1
Students in all majors study the same core papers this year.
Year 2
You become familiar with algorithm design and data structures. You
also study either operating systems, or logic and discrete structures.
Year 3
You explore more advanced papers in computer science, including
programming languages and the theory of computation. You also
study either artificial intelligence, or distributed and mobile systems.

Final-year project

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
ā Computer game and 3D graphics
programmer
ā Cryptographer
ā Mobile computer systems developer
ā Security analyst
ā Software developer
ā Systems analyst or designer
ā Systems architect or designer
ā Technical software developer

In your final year you can complete a research project 1, investigating
a scientific problem. These projects have practical applications to the
workplace and may include workplace experience.
This paper counts as two papers and you can complete it over one
semester or the whole year. Through this paper you develop skills in
experimental design, literature searching, the collection and analysis
of data, interpretation and reporting of the results.
Recent student projects included:
• Game theoretical approach to how people behave when confronted
with stalking
• Sequential strategies used when playing Colonel Blotto; a game with
applications in real business decisions
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.
1. This paper is compulsory in the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences but not in the
Bachelor of Science.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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CERTIFICATES & DIPLOMAS

Certificate in Science and Technology
CertScT | AK1311

The one-year Certificate in Science and Technology gives you
an introduction to the main areas involved in studying design,
engineering, or computer or mathematical sciences. Papers cover
mathematics, programming, physics, statistics, engineering science
and academic literacy. It’s a great pathway to gain a taste of university
life and develop the knowledge and study skills for further study at
bachelor’s level.

QUICK FACTS
Level:

4

Points:

120

Duration:

1 year F/T, P/T available1

Campus:

City & South

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

Entry requirements
Minimum entry requirements
• Completion of Year 12
• NCEA: 48 level 2 credits or higher, plus eight level 1 credits in at least
one subject from Art History, Business Studies, Classical Studies,
Drama, Economics, English, Geography, Health Education, History,
Media Studies, Physical Education, Social Studies, Te Re Māori or
Te Reo Rangatira
• CIE: 60 points on the UCAS Tariff
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 5.5 overall with all bands 5.0 or higher; or equivalent.

What this qualification covers
• Academic Literacies (compulsory paper for all students)
Plus select seven papers from:
• Foundation Algebra
• Foundation Calculus
• Foundation Design Principles
• Foundation Design Technologies
• Foundation Mathematics
• Foundation Mathematics and Design
• Foundation Physics A

•
•
•
•
•
•

Foundation Physics B
Foundation Programming
Foundation Problem Solving
Foundation Statistics
Introduction to Engineering
Tertiary English and Critical
Thinking

Further study
Students who complete this programme successfully can apply for bachelor’s
degrees in design, engineering, computer and mathematical sciences.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

Katie Reidpath

Field Service Engineer,
Siemens Healthineers
Bachelor of Engineering Technology
in Electrical Engineering
Certificate in Science and Technology

“I have a naturally curious mind that
drives me to want to know more about
how things work. Engineering is a
career focused on constantly improving
and changing technology, and I’m sure
I’m never going to get bored with this
career path. I chose AUT because I
prefer practical subjects and hands-on
learning. A family member had studied
at AUT and recommended it over
other universities. The projects where
we could create something are what I
enjoyed most about my studies. They
gave me a real sense of achievement,
and motivated me to work harder and
be creative. I had only completed NCEA
level 2 in secondary school, and the
Certificate in Science and Technology
was good preparation to study the
Bachelor of Engineering Technology.”

1. Part-time option is available to domestic students at the discretion of the
programme leader.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Graduate Diploma in Science &
Graduate Diploma in Mathematical
Sciences
QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

120

Duration:

1 year F/T, P/T available

Campus:

City

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

Graduate Diploma in Science/
Graduate Diploma in Mathematical
Sciences
GradDipSc/GradDipMathSc | AK1042/AK1301

Graduate Certificate in Science/
Graduate Certificate in
Mathematical Sciences
GradCertSc/GradCertMathSc | AK1043/AK1302

Gain advanced expertise and knowledge in mathematical sciences
through study at graduate diploma and graduate certificate level.
These qualifications are aimed at professionals, including secondary
school teachers, who want to update their knowledge of current
technologies and applications of mathematical sciences.
Graduate Certificate in
Science & Graduate Certificate
in Mathematical Sciences
QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

60

Duration:

½ year F/T, 1 year P/T

Campus:

City

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

Entry requirements
• A bachelor’s degree OR
• Relevant professional qualification or experience approved by the
Dean (or representative) to be equivalent to a bachelor’s degree.
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.5 overall with all bands 6.0 or higher; or equivalent.

What these qualifications cover
Graduate Diploma in Science
You choose papers from the Bachelor of Science to make up a total
of 120 points. At least 75 points must be at level 7. You can include 30
points from any other bachelor’s degree 1.

Graduate Diploma in Mathematical Sciences
You choose papers from the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences to
make up a total of 120 points. At least 75 points must be at level 7.
You can include 45 points from any other bachelor’s degree 1.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:

Graduate Certificate in Science

ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā
ā

You choose papers from the Bachelor of Science to make up a total of
60 points. At least 45 points must be at level 7.

Business analyst
Engineering systems analyst
Financial analyst
Forecasting in business industry
Operations research
Quality assurance
Secondary school teacher (following an
additional year of teacher training)
ā Statistical analyst

Graduate Certificate in Mathematical Sciences
You choose papers from the Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences to
make up a total of 60 points. At least 45 points must be at level 7.
You can include 15 points from any other bachelor’s degree 1.
1. With the approval from your programme leader.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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Graduate Diploma in Computer
and Information Sciences
GradDipCIS | AK3698

Graduate Certificate in Computer
and Information Sciences
GradCertCIS | AK3756

Develop a sound technical understanding of computing and
information technology with the Graduate Diploma and Graduate
Certificate in Computer and Information Sciences. Throughout your
studies you gain the ability to plan, develop and apply appropriate
technologies and tools to frame and solve computing problems.

Graduate Diploma in Computer and
Information Sciences
QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

120

Duration:

1 year F/T, P/T available

Campus:

City

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

Entry requirements
• A bachelor’s degree OR
• Relevant professional qualification or experience approved by the
Dean (or representative) to be equivalent to a bachelor’s degree.
English language requirements
IELTS (Academic) 6.5 overall with all bands 6.0 or higher; or equivalent.

What these qualifications cover
Graduate diploma1
You choose papers from the Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences to make up a total of 120 points. At least 75 points must be at
level 7. You can include 30 points from any other bachelor’s degree 2.

Graduate certificate
You choose papers from the Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences to make up a total of 60 points. At least 45 points must be at
level 7. You can include 15 points from any other bachelor’s degree 2.

Graduate Certificate in Computer
and Information Sciences
QUICK FACTS
Level:

7

Points:

60

Duration:

½ year F/T, 1 year P/T

Campus:

City

Starts:

22 Feb & 12 July 2021

Career opportunities
These programmes prepare you for careers in a wide range of fields in
computing and information technology.
AUT encourages early application. Places are limited.

1.	To study some areas, like programming, you may need to enrol in additional lower
level papers in order to complete this qualification.
2. With the approval from your programme leader.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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POSTGRADUATE

Overview of our
postgraduate qualifications

All study areas
Master of Philosophy
The Master of Philosophy is a one-year research-only
master’s degree. It gives you the opportunity to
undertake a research project of your interest, under the
supervision of AUT staff. It can also serve as a pathway
to more advanced research at doctoral level.

Doctor of Philosophy
The Doctor of Philosophy is a thesis-based research
degree that leads to advanced academic and theoretical
knowledge in a specialist area. You can make an original
contribution to knowledge or understanding in your
discipline, and meet recognised international standards
for such work. You work closely with a supervisor to
prepare a thesis, which is then examined by independent
experts applying contemporary international standards.

The Master of Engineering is designed to develop
your research skills and enhance your knowledge in
a specialised area of engineering. You build on the
knowledge from your undergraduate degree and have
the opportunity to undertake a research project. You
can choose between two pathways: research pathway
(includes a thesis) or coursework pathway (includes a
research project).

Computer and Mathematical
Sciences
Bachelor of Science (Honours)

Engineering

The Bachelor of Science (Honours) is aimed at students
who have an undergraduate qualification in applied
mathematics or computer science. It prepares you for
higher-level industry careers or postgraduate research
in applied mathematics through a master’s degree or
PhD.

Postgraduate Diploma and Postgraduate
Certificate in Engineering

Postgraduate Diploma and Postgraduate
Certificate in Computer and Information Sciences

These coursework-based qualifications are for students
who want advanced study in mechanical, electrical or
electronic engineering. They can serve as a pathway for
Bachelor of Engineering Technology graduates who
want to progress to the Master of Engineering.

These coursework-based qualifications include papers
from the Master of Computer and Information Sciences.
Papers focus on advanced analytical, planning and
critical thinking skills, broadening your knowledge
within specialist fields of computer and information
sciences. The programmes can serve as a pathway to
further study at master’s level.

Master of Construction Management
The Master of Construction Management has been
developed in partnership with construction industry
leaders to meet the demand for professionals who can
manage modern construction projects. It’s aimed at
construction professionals including engineers, quantity
surveyors and architects.

Master of Engineering Project Management
The Master of Engineering Project Management is the
first of its kind in New Zealand. It provides an exciting
career opportunity for practising engineering project
managers aspiring to senior positions, and equips
recent graduate engineers with business and project
management skills for modern engineering companies.
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Master of Engineering

Postgraduate Diploma and Postgraduate
Certificate in Science
These coursework-based qualifications include papers
from the Master of Science. Papers cover advanced
knowledge and skills in applied mathematics, analytics
or applied probability. The programmes can serve as a
pathway to further study at master’s level.

Master of Analytics

Master of Science

The Master of Analytics addresses the global demand for
professionals who can help organisations organise, store
and manipulate data. It caters for students from a variety
of disciplines, as well as professionals already working
in the industry. Papers cover advanced analytics and
database skills and the latest theory and techniques for
statistical modelling and mathematical simulation.

The Master of Science focuses on original research
in applied mathematics, analytics, applied probability,
modelling or astronomy. You work with researchers
active in your chosen field and write a thesis on a topic
of current research interest within the field of computer
and mathematical sciences.

Master of Computer and Information Sciences
The Master of Computer and Information Sciences
is for those looking to advance their undergraduate
qualification, improve their career opportunities,
or explore a specialist area of interest. The master’s
thesis, a significant research project, is at the heart
of the programme. You develop the skills and
judgement to manage and lead teams of information
and communication technology professionals. The
programme can serve as a pathway to further study at
doctoral level.

Master of IT Project Management
With the Master of IT Project Management you gain
the skills to design, implement and manage software
development projects throughout their life cycle.
You develop project management skills in planning,
team facilitation, risk and change management for IT
projects. Practical components like the Research and
Development Project will give you opportunities to apply
what you learn in class to the real world.

Master of Information Security and
Digital Forensics
The Master of Information Security and Digital Forensics
is designed for people interested in protecting computer
systems and recovering evidence from compromised
systems. Papers cover the skills to secure systems from
attackers and analyse storage media including computer
hard drives, solid state drives and networks.

For more details visit aut.ac.nz/ecms
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HOW TO APPLY
Below is the step-by-step guide to the
applications process. For more information
visit aut.ac.nz/apply

1
APPLY EARLY
Places are limited. Submit your application
well before the semester starts.
APPLYING FOR 2021
• Semester 1
- apply by 7 December 2020
• Semester 2
- apply by 3 May 2021

2
COMPLETE THE
APPLICATION FORM
• Apply online
• Indicate your programme(s) of choice and

major (if known)

International students can also apply using an
AUT approved international agent. For a list of
AUT registered agents visit
aut.ac.nz/international-agents

SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION
WE ACKNOWLEDGE
YOUR APPLICATION
• We will send you an acknowledgment

email, which explains how to check the
status of your application
• We will contact you if we need more
information
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WE ASSESS
YOUR APPLICATION

3

• We assess your application to ensure

you have met the entry criteria for the
programme(s) you are applying for
• We consider your academic history and
relevant experience to ensure you can
succeed in your programme
• We let you know if your application has
been successful

ACCEPT YOUR OFFER

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES
CONFIRMED We would like to offer you a
place to study at AUT
PROVISIONAL You have met some of the
criteria for entry to your chosen programme
of study and we would like to offer you a
provisional place to study at AUT. If you don’t
meet the rest of the requirements, then this
offer will be withdrawn
CONDITIONAL You have to meet the
conditions and approvals listed in your
conditional offer to be able to secure a
formal offer of place
DECLINED If you don’t meet the entry
requirements or all places are taken, we may
offer you an alternative programme
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University admission to AUT bachelor’s degrees
For New Zealand citizens and residents and international students studying in a high school in New Zealand
To gain admission to bachelor’s degrees, you must have
met the requirements for University Entrance plus any
specified admission requirements for a programme, such
as specific subjects, portfolios and interviews.

Admission categories
You may be granted University Entrance under one of
the following categories:

For more information on entry requirements, including
entry requirements for international students, refer to
the AUT Calendar or visit aut.ac.nz/calendar

•

Please note: AUT, like all other New Zealand universities,
is required to manage enrolments. This is because
of government policies that restrict the number of
funded places available for domestic students in tertiary
education.

•

•
•

 CEA University Entrance
N
Ad Eundem Statum admission (at an equivalent level)
– this includes Cambridge International Examinations
(CIE) and International Baccalaureate Diploma
Programme (IB)
Discretionary Entrance
Special Admission

Common University Entrance requirements
STANDARD

NCEA

CIE

IB2

Overall

Require NCEA level 3 certificate which
consists of 80 credits, including at least 60
credits at level 3 or higher. Can include up
to 20 credits at level 2.
Note: Credits to achieve NCEA
level 3 may include unit standards from
non-approved subjects.
Subject credits
Total of 42 level 3 credits including:
• 14 credits from one approved subject
• 14 credits from a second approved subject
• 14 credits from a third approved subject

A minimum of 120 points on the
UCAS Tariff 1 at A or AS level from an
approved list (equivalent to NCEA
approved subject list).
Must include at least three subjects
(excluding Thinking Skills) with grades
D or above.

IB Diploma with minimum 24 points

Numeracy

At least 10 level 1 (or higher) numeracy
credits (can be achieved through a range
of subjects)

A minimum grade of D in IGCSE3
mathematics or any mathematics
subject at AS or A level.

Any mathematics subject – IB Group 5

Literacy

Total of 10 level 2 (or higher) literacy
credits including:
• 5 reading credits
• 5 writing credits
From specific standards in a range of
NZQA English language rich subjects.

A minimum grade of E in English
Language and/or English Literature
subject at AS or A level.

Literature or language and literature (SL
or HL) – IB Group 1, with English as the
language.

1. UCAS (Universities and Colleges Admissions Services for the UK) Tariff = system which converts AS and A level grades into points.
2. New Zealand residents who have taken IB but have not been awarded the Diploma may apply for discretionary entrance.
3. IGCSE = International General Certificate of Secondary Education.

Where programmes require a specific subject, it is
expected that a student will have achieved a minimum
of 14 NCEA credits in that subject (or equivalent), unless
indicated otherwise.

NCEA approved subjects
For a list of NCEA approved subjects for University
Entrance visit the NZQA website, nzqa.govt.nz

AUT language rich subject list
Art History, Business Studies, Classical Studies, Drama,
Economics, English, Geography, Health Education,
History, Media Studies, Physical Education, Social
Studies, Te Reo Māori, Te Reo Rangatira.

Alternative pathways into AUT bachelor’s
degrees
Students who have just missed University Entrance
or did not get into their chosen degree could consider
enrolling in one of the foundation programmes
offered at AUT. Please visit
aut.ac.nz/universityentrance
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Discretionary Entrance

•

Discretionary Entrance is available to applicants who
have attained a high level of achievement in Year 12 and
want to undertake university study.

•

International students can’t apply for Discretionary
Entrance.
You can apply if you:
• Have not completed Year 13 in a New Zealand
secondary school or have done Year 13 but not
attempted to gain University Entrance
• Have not otherwise qualified for admission (or have
attempted University Entrance)
• Are a domestic student (New Zealand or Australian
citizen or permanent resident). If Australian, your most
recent schooling must have been in New Zealand
• Are under 20 years of age on the first day of the
semester in which you begin study and meet other
requirements of the programme for which you apply
People who missed University Entrance in Year 13 may be
considered for mid-year admission in the following year.
You can’t apply for admission for Semester 1 if you
studied in Year 13 after 1 June. However, you can apply
for admission into Semester 2.
Minimum academic criteria for Discretionary Entrance
NCEA level 2 certificate endorsed with minimum of
Merit or CIE/IB equivalent
• Minimum of 14 credits in each of four NCEA level 2 (or
higher) subjects, at least three of which must be on the
approved subject list
• Meet UE literacy and numeracy standards, or their
equivalent.
•

The application is a two-step process. First, you indicate
you want to apply through Discretionary Entrance on
the standard application form. If you meet the criteria
you are sent a second form in which you provide further
information and a school recommendation.
The recommendation will provide proof of your maturity,
motivation, capability and readiness to undertake
degree-level study and also verify that you were not
enrolled in Year 13 beyond 1 June in the year prior to
admission. Please refer to the AUT Calendar or visit
aut.ac.nz/calendar
Please note: Applicants are considered on a case-by-case
basis and must also meet other selection criteria for
the programme for which they have applied. There is a
non-refundable assessment fee of $50.00.

Admission at equivalent level
(Ad Eundem Statum)

An applicant will be considered for Ad Eundem Statum
admission if they:

•

Have successfully gained University Entrance through
CIE or IB or an approved qualification from a New
Zealand secondary school of special character
Have successfully completed a recognised foundation
programme or other recognised tertiary qualification/
study of at least 120 points at level 3, or at least 60
points at level 4 in one course of study and have
completed Year 13 at a NZ secondary school, or
equivalent.
Have qualifications from an overseas secondary
school or tertiary institution deemed by AUT to be
sufficient for entry into an undergraduate degree
programme.

Please note: Applicants will be required to supply an official
academic transcript with their application.

Bursary
If you sat Bursary (prior to 2004) rather than NCEA
please refer to the AUT Calendar or visit
aut.ac.nz/calendar

Special Admission
New Zealand citizens or residents who are over 20 years
of age on or before the first day of semester can apply
for degree-level entry through Special Admission.

English language
requirements
If you don’t have English as your first language, you may
have to show evidence of your English language skills.
International students studying at secondary school
and applying for University Entrance must achieve
UE Literacy through New Zealand secondary school
qualifications NCEA, CIE or IB. IELTS can’t be substituted.
In all other cases another form of English language
testing is required. Minimum IELTS requirements for
each programme are included on the relevant pages
in this publication. For other recognised English tests
and more information, visit
aut.ac.nz/englishrequirements

International students
Contact us for information regarding studying at AUT if
you’re not a citizen or permanent resident of New Zealand
or Australia, or a citizen of the Cook Islands, Niue or
Tokelau islands.
Visit aut.ac.nz for entry requirements for specific
countries.
If you have any questions, you can contact us at
aut.ac.nz/enquire
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Fees & scholarships
Cost is an important factor when thinking about
university study. This page gives you an idea of
the approximate tuition fees at AUT, and different
options to help you fund your education including
scholarships, student loans and allowances.
To give you an idea of approximate costs, the 2020
tuition fees are shown below (based on full-time study
and completing 120 points per year). All fees are in NZ
dollars and include GST. The 2021 tuition fees will be
advertised on aut.ac.nz/fees as soon as they have been
set.

Domestic student tuition fees
First-time domestic students are entitled to one year of
fees free.
Undergraduate programmes
Fee (per year)

$3,121.00-$8,711.001, 2

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Fee (per year)

$6,712.00-$8,711.001

1. Part-time students pay a proportion of the fee based on the
number of academic points they are studying.
2. This fees range includes 60-point (one-semester) programmes.

International student tuition fees
Undergraduate programmes
Fee (per year)

$17,160.00-$41,184.001

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Fee (per year)

$41,184.00

1. This fees range includes 60-point (one-semester) programmes.

Scholarships and awards
Scholarships and awards are a great way to fund your
university study. There is a wide range of scholarships
and awards available to AUT students at all stages
of their study. Visit the scholarships website for a
current list of scholarships offered by AUT and external
funders, as well as application forms and closing dates.
You can also contact AUT’s Scholarships Office for
advice on scholarships, awards and the scholarship
application process.
To find out more call +64 9 921 9837 or visit
aut.ac.nz/scholarships

Support for scholarship students
Undergraduate scholarship students – whether the
scholarship was awarded for academic endeavour or for
excellence in sports, culture or leadership – have access
to an extensive programme of support, including
professional development and networking opportunities,
and one-on-one support.

Student loans and allowances1
If you are a full-time domestic student, you may qualify
for a student loan or allowance. Student loans and
allowances are administered and paid by StudyLink.
The application process can take some time, so it’s a
good idea to apply early. You can apply for a student
loan or student allowance before your enrolment at
AUT is complete.
To find out more call 0800 88 99 00 or visit
studylink.govt.nz
1. For domestic students only

Other fees you may have to pay:
•
•
•

2020 Compulsory Student Services Fee – $760.00 for
120 points or $6.33 per academic point
2020 Building Levy – $76.00 for 120 points or $0.63
per academic point
Additional fees for course materials or elective papers
(check with your faculty if there are additional fees for
your programme)

Please note that you have to pay your fees in full by the
date specified on your fees invoice.
To find out more about fees call +64 9 921 9779 or
0800 AUT AUT (0800 288 288).

Free fees for your university study
Eligible domestic students starting tertiary education
receive one year of full-time study fees-free¹.
To check if you’re eligible for fees-free study in 2021
visit aut.ac.nz/fees
1. Domestic students only, not available to international students.
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Help with planning and budgeting
We know that sometimes things happen and financial
stress can impact your academic success. That’s why we
offer financial support that ranges from offering grocery
or fuel vouchers, to helping with that unexpected bill.

StudyLink Sussed website
Visit studylink.govt.nz for tools, tips and information to
help you plan and understand the costs
you will have while studying.

Find out more
AUT Open Day

Need some guidance?

Our Open Day at the City Campus will showcase
everything AUT has to offer to help you make an
educated decision about university study. To find out
more visit aut.ac.nz/live

If you're still unsure what to do, or would like to check
out the campus and facilities, you can contact our
Future Students Team. Email future@aut.ac.nz or call
0800 AUT AUT (0800 288 288) to speak to one of our
friendly advisors.

Visit our website
For the latest information on AUT programmes and to
keep up-to-date with what’s happening at AUT visit
aut.ac.nz

Contact us online
If you have any questions about studying at AUT, you
can contact us at aut.ac.nz/enquire

Secondary schools
If you are a secondary school teacher or career advisor,
our Future Students Team can help you with any
questions you may have. Contact the team on
secondary.schools@aut.ac.nz

Connect with us

Drop in and see us
AUT Student Hub
City Campus
Level 2, ground entry, WA building, 55 Wellesley Street
East, Auckland
North Campus
AS building, 90 Akoranga Drive, Northcote, Auckland
South Campus
MB building, 640 Great South Road, Manukau, Auckland

Take a virtual campus tour
To take a virtual tour of our campuses visit
aut.ac.nz/virtualtour

AUT has a range of social media channels to keep our
students and the general public aware of what is going
on around the university.

This booklet is printed on paper which is certified
by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). It is
manufactured using FSC Mix source pulp from well
managed and legally harvested forests. The inks are
100 percent vegetable oil based and the printer is
FSC certified.
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ENGINEERING, COMPUTER & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Auckland University of Technology
Auckland, New Zealand
aut.ac.nz
Enquire now
aut.ac.nz/enquire
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